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Abstract

The classification and study of thermal protection systems (TPS) relies heavily on
the accurate measurement of surface temperature. The best way to measure surface
temperature in ground test facilities is through optical pyrometery due to the non
intrusive nature of this method. Optical pyrometric devices use the emission of a greybody curve to calculate temperatures. These devices are left susceptible to parasitic
radiation coming from the plasma generated in ground test facilities. The parasitic
radiation comes from the emission lines of the test plasma in the investigation region
of the devices. The parasitic radiation from the plasma and short comings of devices
negate the ability to accurately measure emissivity in ground test facilities. This work
developed testing methods to measure the surface temperature and identify potential
sources of parasitic radiation. Measured emission suggests SiC in Ar, ZrB2 -SiC-W in
air, ZrB2 -SiC-W in N2 , and POCO in air cases all have near 20% change in temperature from the Dual Wavelength Ratio Thermography calculated temperature. All
other test cases have 10% change in temperature. This leads to the conclusion that
pyrometer in two color mode is 10% off from the true temperature, save for the cases
mentioned near the 20% change. Temperatures retrieved from pyrometers are hotter
than temperature calculated from the experimental emission.For future works temperature readings from the pyrometer should have a temperature buffer applied to
them that is dependent on the material and gas composition. For POCO graphite a
buffer of 100 K in Argon, 100 K in N2 , 300 K in air, and 200 K in CO2 should be
applied. For SiC 300 K in Argon, 200 in N2 , 150 K in air, and 150 K in CO2 . For
ZrB2 -SiC-W the temperature readings should include a buffer of 150 K in Argon, 200
K in N2 , and 300 K in air.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Introduction and Overview

Since the creation of reentry vehicles and hyper-sonic systems many governmental
and private bodies have devoted significant time and research effort to the protection
of these vehicles from the intense thermal loading that they will experience. During
the flight these vehicles will experience velocities of at least 13 km/s [4]. The kinetic
energy from the object will be converted to thermal energy via a bow shock. From
the bow shock, enough thermal energy is released to partially dissociate and ionize
local gas creating a plasma. Thermal protection systems (TPS) provide a necessary
and critical safety net between the heat energy of the plasma and the payload within.
Due to the high cost and impracticality of flight testing, qualifications of materials
for TPS usage relies heavily on test facilities that can recreate similar conditions that
will be seen in flight, most commonly in an arc jet heating facility or an Inductively
Coupled Plasma facility (ICP). One of the major material characteristics that is
study in these ground facilities is the surface temperature. Thus, accuracy of surface
1

temperature measurements is imperative to quantify existing and candidate TPS
material performance.
The most common way to measure the surface temperature in a high enthalpy
facility without disturbing the flow is through optical pyrometry. These devices by
nature interrogate surface grey body emission in specific wavebands dictated by filters
and detector spectral sensitivity. However, it must be understood how emissivity of
the TPS materials and the radiation from the plasma influence the temperature reading of these devices. When using these devices, a self-interrogation of experimental
methods is usually absent leaving many of these surface temperature measurements
suspect. When measuring surface temperature via optical pyrometry the emissivity of
the material must be known and factored into the measurement. Normally the emissivity can be ignored by ratioing two wave bands with 2-color pyrometry, but this is
not always the solution. Even if 2-color pyrometry eliminates the emissivity dependence, the narrow wave band of operation for these devices can still pose a problem
as plasma and surface volatiles are often present. Radiation from these non-surface
sources can overlap with the interrogation wave bands of optical pyrometry devices.
This overlap can add unfavorable uncertainty levels to critical surface temperature
measurements. Designing and executing a series of experiments with multiple optical pyrometric devices (a 2-color pyrometer, a radiometer, and an infrared radiation
camera) that can look deeper into the interaction of external wavebands and surface emitted wavebands would prove valuable to the aerothermodynamic hyper-sonic
testing community. These experiments will not only help with the qualification of candidate and existing TPS materials for new science and high-speed flight application
and will also assist in the development of numerical validation often anchored to sur-

2

face temperature measurements. Thus, making the accuracy of these measurements
quite important.
To get a better understanding of the emission seen by these devices a spectrometer
was set up to collect the emission spectra looking at the front face of the sample.
This was designed so that it could capture the grey body radiation emitted from the
surface and any excess radiation from the plasma that is still apparent. From the grey
body radiation recorded by the spectrometer, another temperature measurement can
be deduced by superimposing a best fit Planck body distribution. From there the
emission from the plasma can be isolated and quantified to calculate how much the
plasma can affect the temperature measurement from the pyrometers.
This study was done using all of the test gasses available at the UVM ICP facility
as well as mixtures of the gasses. The test gases included in this study are Argon,
air, air/Argon mixture, Nitrogen, Nitrogen/Argon mixture, and Carbon Dioxide/Argon mixture. These gasses were used over an array of samples: POCO Graphite,
Silicon Carbide, ZrB2 + 30% SiC by volume + 4% mol fraction W, and Lanthanum
Hexabordide (LaB6 ).

1.2

Background

Measuring the true temperature of a material is of great interest in the qualification
and classification of materials. An attempt to look into parasitic emission has been
done at UVM. A grey body study done in 2015 by Lutz only focused on a sample
of graphite in a nitrogen flow [6]. They used a Planck fit curve using a least squares
routine to calculate temperature on the emission collected in the 475-700 nm range.

3

They found that the temperature readings that they were calculating from the emission spectra was lower than that of the temperature reading from the pyrometer. The
pyrometer temperature reading was in agreement with other bodies of work that had
similar samples and test conditions [3] [2] [6]. Note that these test and samples were
done in the UVM ICP facility using the same pyrometers explained below. The physical difference between the two experimental set ups is this body of work focused on
the front face temperature, set up described more in Section 2.5, and Lutz collected
emission on the side of the sample. The temperature measurements from emission
spectroscopy tend to have lower surface temperatures than that of pyrometers [12].
Rossow (2005) has done similar work in order to classify the temperature of a grey
body using emission intensities. This dissertation is focused on combustion analysis to
measure flame temperature from the soot that is present. These works add value for
the insight that they provide on ratio thermography and the approach that is taken
to calculate temperature but, the wave lengths that are of interest in their work are
not relevant to this body of work. They do suggest the need for a calibration process,
similar to what is done in the Plasma Test and Diagnostics Laboratory already, to
better account for the noise within the system [18].

4

Chapter 2
UVM 30 kW Inductively Coupled
Plasma Facility

2.1

Inductively Coupled Plasma Torch

The Plasma Test and Diagnostics Laboratory (PTDL) at the University Of Vermont
(UVM) is home to a 30 kW ICP facility. The facility was designed for the testing and
classification of advanced TPS materials [19] [5]. It does so by recreating the highenthalpy plasma flows that mimic flight conditions that are experienced during reentry flight. The advantage of the ICP facility is the ability to produce a contaminate
free plasma for a long duration. This is done by using magnetic field coupling to induce
a plasma leaving the flow contaminate free. The flow coming from the jet exit is
typically sub-sonic allowing for better simulation of local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE). This combination is advantageous because in impulse facilities the test times
are on the order of milliseconds, but are typically contaminant free. Arc-heated
facilities can be used for long duration tests but the plasma flows typically have
5

some contamination from the copper electrodes that are used to electrify the flow.
This contaminate changes the chemistry of the flow and adds uncertainty to the
measurements. Typical operating conditions for the ICP torch are shown in Table
2.1.
Table 2.1: UVM 30 kW ICP test parameters.
Test Gas
Maximum Power
Normal Operating Pressure
Stagnation Heat Flux
Mach Range
Plasma Jet Diameter
Operating Frequency

Ar, N2 , O2 , air, CO2
30 [kW]
100 to 200 [torr] (13 to 26 [kPa])
10 to 150 [W/cm2 ]
0.3 to 1.4 [-]
36 [mm]
2 to 3 [MHz]

In the current configuration the ICP facility is set up to run flows at sub-sonic
speeds in order to simulate post shock conditions. Despite operating at subsonic
conditions the test conditions achieved in the facility are comparable to in-flight
conditions. This is done through matching stagnation point heating of planetary
entry and hyper-sonic flight. The key parameters that are matched between the test
facility and the flight conditions are boundary layer edge velocity, total pressure, and
enthalpy. This comparison is shown in Figure 2.1
The Facility is made up of a 30 kW radio frequency power supply, gas injection
devices, the test chamber, the cooling hoses and the control systems. Figure 2.2 is a
schematic of the facility.
The 30 kw power supply is a Lepel Model T-30-3-MC5-TLI-RF induction heating
power generator. The power generator uses 3 phase alternating current that is then
converted to high voltage direct current. The direct current can be adjusted in order
to meet the needs of the experiment that is being run. This current is passed along
a 6 mm tube called the induction coil which is cooled by deionized water. The coil
6
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of reentry boundary layer (shown with thickness ∆) in an inductively
coupled plasma facility and in a flight condition. Credit J. Meyers.

Figure 2.2: Overview of the facility. From left to right: Power supply, test chamber, vacuum
pump and water cooling, test gasses. [19]

is wrapped around a 36 mm ID quartz tube that houses the induction zone. Within
the quartz tube is the brass insert that helps create annular flow which recirculates
in the induction zone. The re-circulation of the plasma ball provides better coupling
between the load coil and the gas. The plasma ball can reach temperatures of up to
10,000 K. Figure 2.3 is an overview of the induction zone.

7

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the ICP induction zone. [19]

After coupling and leaving the induction zone, the plasma jet shoots up into the
vacuum chamber. Once it enters into the chamber, the plasma will act as a free jet.
90 mm above the jet orifice in the test section of the chamber is where the samples
and the diagnostic equipment is usually aimed. After the plasma flow passes the test
section it reaches the top of the vacuum chamber where a series of heat exchangers
removes energy from the flow so that it can be safely vacuumed out and exhausted
through a pump.
The operation of the plasma torch requires at least two people. One person is to
operate the power supply and the LABVIEW program that controls the mass flow/
volumetric flow rate of the gas and monitors the return temperature of cooling water
of critical parts of the test chamber such as the brass insert temperature. The other
person is designated to operate the vacuum system and the cooling water pump that
is there to cool everything other than the power supply, it has it’s own internal cooling
mechanism. Once at the pressure desired for the test, proportional integral derivative
(PID) within the vacuum system will keep the pressure stable at the set condition. A
8

third person in the lab is generally helpful when data is being collected so the vacuum
system and the power supply/ LABVIEW can be continuously monitored in case of
anything unexpected, such as an electrical arc from the induction region to the under
side of the test chamber or spontaneous decoupling. It is important to note that if
the plasma ball decouples and the torch extinguishes, the power will still be supplied
and the energy will be completely absorbed by the quartz tube instead of the gas
thus increasing the possibility of damage to the quartz tube.

2.2
2.2.1

Sample Material and Design
Sample Holder

In order to test the samples in the flow two different sample holders were used.
One used for direct insertion into the plasma, and the other used for introducing
instrumentation into the flow. At the end of the insertion probe is the sample holder,
seen in Figure 2.5. The holder is cooled by water that flows through concentric copper
tubes. The holder is attached to the threaded rod that drives the insertion probe into
the flow when desired. Since the length of samples and testing elevation can change,
the insertion probe assembly can be adjusted vertically.
The other sample holder used in this study is the gooseneck probe, Figure. This
was designed to be quickly swung in and out of the flow. This probe is built of copper
tubing with two 135

◦

and one right angle in order to align the sample face with the

plasma flow path. This probe is also water cooled by concentric copper tubes. This
probe also has another concentric copper tube that allows access for instrumentation.

9

Figure 2.4: LEFT: Sample holder. RIGHT: External view of the insertion probe.

The instrumentation that was selected for this study were thermocouples to assist in
the temperature behaviour of the flow.

Figure 2.5: LEFT: Gooseneck probe installed into the chamber. RIGHT: External view of
the probe.

The samples tested for this study include POCO graphite, SiC (solid and fabric).
a ZrB2 UHTC, and LaB6 material commonly used as a cathode emitter for electric
propulsion applications.
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2.2.2

POCO Graphite

This study contained multiple different materials in order to gain a better understanding of material and plasma chemistry interaction. One of the materials that is used is
POCO graphite. The POCO graphite used in this work is EDM3. POCO Graphite,
seen in Figure 2.6 was selected as a material of interest for this experiment because
it is a base material for an array of ablative and composite TPS material, it is a well
studied material that has a multitude of literature describing the properties. POCO
graphite also provides a good baseline to compare device performance. The design of

Figure 2.6: A virgin sample of POCO graphite.

this sample has been well tested and used in various studies. The overall length of
the sample is 1 in with varying degrees of thickness. The first half inch is a little less
than a 11 inch diameter with a rounded edge, radius 0.125 in. This is the part of the
sample that will be exposed to the flow during the test. The second half inch is what
is inserted into the sample holder, described above. This section has a diameter of
0.412 inches with a notch cut into it so that it may be more easily secured into the
sample holder. A visual representation of the geometry of the mushroom design is
shown in Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.7: Mushroom Sample Geometry. [19]

2.2.3

Silicon Carbide

This study also used 2 different types of silicon carbide (SiC). For the device temperature comparison study, a polymorph of β-SiC fabric and a polymorph of α-SiC
disk were used. SiC Fabric is of interest because it is currently a material leading
for flexible TPS and its oxidation performance is of high interest. The oxidation of
the surface will affect the surface temperature measurements. The disk form was
studied as the material is a common parent material for ultra high temperature ceramic (UHTC) composites. Figure 2.8 is the disk and the fabric not installed into
the holder.

Figure 2.8: LEFT: α-SiC disk. RIGHT: β-SiC fabric.

To test the fabric and disk a holder was designed, different from the mushroom
12

Figure 2.9: The sample holder used for the experiments. Image [20]

shape. This holder allows for the fabric and the disk to be easily introduced to the
flow. The holder itself is a Hexoloy SE SiC sleeve, supplied by Mr. Scott Splinter of
NASA Langley, that has an open face so that the test samples can be placed there
and exposed to the flow. To hold the fabric to the front, a SiC backing piece was
placed behind the fabric. When not testing the fabric, an untested backing piece
was used as the SiC disk. Behind the backing piece was an alumina RS-99R Zircar
spacer needed for insulation between the hot front face and the water cooled mounting
piece. The sleeve was held onto the POCO graphite mounting piece by an alumina
pin. Depending on the fit, tungsten shims were placed in between the spacer and the
mounting piece to ensure a tight fit. Figure 2.9 depicts the parts described above.
The other SiC sample that was used in this study was a simple mushroom shape
shown in Figure 2.7. This sample was used in the emission due to material supply
concerns regarding the disk and the fabric. A virgin sample of the SiC is shown in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: A virgin α-SiC mushroom sample.

2.2.4

ZrB2-SiC-W UHTC

UHTC diborides were studied because currrently they are the main TPS for atmospheric hyper-sonic platforms. This material is of great interest because when the
material fails, diborides come out as volitiles and radiate strongly within the wavebands of the temperature measuring devices, potentially causing some error. The
main diboride that was used for the emission experiments was ZrB2 + 30% SiC by
volume + 4 % mol fraction W, but will be referred to as ZrB2 -SiC-W within this body
of work due to its label within the lab, seen in Figure 2.11. The geometry of this
sample is very similar to the mushroom that has been described above except that
it does not have the channel cut into the stem. It was also designed to be thinner to
reduce the mass thus reducing thermal capacity in hopes of generating higher surface
temperature. Unlike most samples in this study, ZrB2 -SiC-W was reused for a general
re-usability study on this material. Due to the scaling that is a result of oxidation,
the sample was polished before each use. A table of pre and post test weights is in
Appendix B.
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Figure 2.11: The virgin ZrB2 -SiC-W UHTC sample.

2.2.5

Lanthanum Hexaboride (LaB6)

Thermionic emission is an interesting phenomenon whereby electrons are emitted
from a material surface at an elevated temperature. This phenomenon is off interest
in the hyper-sonic community through studies of thermionic power generation and
electron transportation cooling (ETC). For these studies, surface temperature is very
important as thermionic emission is a function of temperature. The main sample
that was used for the emissivity study was LaB6 . This material was studied for two
critical reasons: it’s potential to release oxides of Boron, including BO and B2 when
it was exposed to oxygen atoms similar to ZrB2 -SiC-W, and it was already being used
for another set of experiments that were taking place in the lab to study thermionic
emission. The sample itself is smaller than what is used in the rest of this study and
has a different shape, shown in Figure 2.12. More information about this material is
in [32].
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Figure 2.12: The LaB6 material that was tested and the drawing.Credit D. Oropeza

2.3

Surface Temperature Measurement
Strategies

All of the surface temperature strategies used in the PTDL rely on measurement of
the Planck distribution from materials when they are heated up. To measure the
temperature in the vacuum chamber any device has to look at the surface through a
window. Each of the different windows in the PTDL has a specific transmissivity per
wavelength. This percentage helps in window selection for each device. Figure 2.13
shows the Planck distribution for temperature ranges seen in this study for both the
radiometer and pyrometer that are discussed in the following sections.
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(a) The Planck Distribution plotted against the transmissivity of the windows per wavelength in the region of the pyrometer.

(b) The Planck Distribution plotted against the transmissivity of the windows per wavelength in the region of the radiometer.

Figure 2.13: The Planck Distribution plotted against the transmissivity of the windows per
wavelength.

2.3.1

Raytek Marathon Series Pyrometer

2-color pyrometry is one of the most common ways to non-intrusively measure the
surface temperature of a sample. The main device used in this study is the Raytek
Marathon series model MR1SCFF, hence forth known as the high temperature pyrometer, now manufactured by Fluke. This is not the only pyrometer in the PTDL,
there is another pyrometer from the same manufacturer that has a different temperature range model MR1SCAFF, which shall be called the low temperature pyrometer.
Depending on the temperature region that is being investigated will determine the
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pyrometer. The high temperature pyrometer has a range of about 1000 ◦ C - 3000
◦

C and the low temperature pyrometer has a range of about 600 ◦ C - 1400 ◦ C. To

read the surface temperature of a sample during the test, the selected pyrometer was
mounted to one of the facilities lower view ports, which are at an off-axis angle of 30
◦

from the flow. In the lower view ports a Pyrex window is installed with a trans-

mittance of about 90% [14] in the 200 - 1100 nm wavelength. Figure 2.16 depicts the
two pyrometers next to each other and the a diagram of a pyrometer installed on the
test facility.

Figure 2.14: RIGHT: The two pyrometers in the PTDL, the low temperature on the right
and the high temperature on the left. LEFT: A diagram of the pyrometer installed to the
facility: Lower view port (1), pyrometer (2), test sample (3), induction zone (4).Image: [6]

The measurement spot of the pyrometers is given in a unit free ratio of distance
D to spot size S. The low temperature pyrometer has D:S ratio of 44:1 and given the
pyrometer is set 14 inches away from the sample surface, that leaves a spot size of 8
mm, the same calculation for the high temperature pyrometer leads to a spot size of
2.7 mm. Figure 2.15 is a simple drawing illustrating the D:S ratio that was previously
described.
The pyrometers measure the surface temperature of a body by ratioing the spectral
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Figure 2.15: Simple illustration showing the D:S ratio of the pyrometers.Image : [17]

emission of the solid body over two overlapping IR wavebands. The first waveband
is at 750 - 1100 nm and the second is at 950 - 1100 nm. The benefit of this is that
the emissivity of the material does not need to be known because of the ratioing
that takes place. These pyrometers also have the ability to operate in a single mode
capacity where the emissivity of the material must be inputted to the device. When
operating in the one color mode, the pyrometer takes readings in the 750 - 1100 nm
waveband (1CP). In two color mode the pyrometer (2CP) will ratio a signal in the
first waveband and the second waveband listed above. A detailed discussion of optical
pyrometry theory will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
In order to compare the temperature readings of both pyrometers, a Silicon Carbide disk was placed into the resident clamshell furnace. A temperature was selected
that was in the range of the clam-shell furnace, an Omega type-E thermocouple, and
both pyrometers. Due to the age of the furnace, the calibration of the temperature
dial has drifted, therefore the temperaturre setting on the front face does not match
the temperature in the oven. Table 2.2 shows that there is relative agreement between
the two pyrometers at a known steady temperature. Unlike the devices in the sections
below, calibration for this device currently cannot be done in house so it must be sent
out to FLUKE, the manufacturer, for proper calibration.
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Table 2.2: Temperature Comparison Between the Pyrometers.
Oven Setting (◦ C) Thermocouple (◦ C) High Tempperature (◦ C) Low Temperature (◦ C)
970
998
991
992

2.3.2

Hietronics KT.19xx Radiation Thermometer

The Hietronics KT19.xx radiometer is a large waveband radiation thermometer, typically referred to as the radiometer, that can operate over chosen wavebands. This
is done by selecting interchangeable waveband filters. Currently the PTDL has the
option of using broadband 0.6 µm - 39 µm filter with an aperture of 2 mm or 8 µm
- 14 µm with no aperture. For this body of work the broadband filter was used.
With both filters the radiometer can measure temperatures from 0 to 3000◦ C. The
radiometer is installed on a lower view port similar to the one mentioned above, but
rotated 180◦ about the center of the chamber. The radiometer looks at the sample
surface through a KRS-5 window to allow for optimal transmittance of 70% over the
0.6 - 40 µm waveband [13]. The radiometer has an adjustable calibration factor that
can be adjusted so that loss within the system can be accounted for. Calibration
tables are listed in Appendix F.
In order to calibrate the radiometer, a Silicon Carbide disk is placed into the
clam shell furnace with, the low temperature pyrometer and a thermocouple on one
side and the radiometer pointed through a KRS-5 window at the sample surface.
The calibration set up is shown in Figure 2.17. Temperatures are recorded for the
thermocouple and pyrometer, the radiometer calibration is adjusted within the user
interface. After the radiometer is in agreement with the other two devices, the oven
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Figure 2.16: RIGHT: The Hietronics KT19.xx radiation thermometer. RIGHT: the radiometer set up underneath the test chamber.

setting is adjusted and the process repeats itself. Each of the devices are placed so
that the spot size of the measuring area is equal to the spot size in the torch.The
measurement size for this device is given by a chart. Typically the radiometer was
placed 30 inches away from the sample surface. Looking into the graph, Figure 2.18,
it can be determined that the measuring area is 5.7 mm.

Figure 2.17: LEFT: a diagram of the calibration set up. RIGHT: A calibration set up in
the PTDL.
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Figure 2.18: The manufacturer supplied graph correlating measurement size to measuring
distance. [33]

2.3.3

Ocean Optics Spectrometer

Emission Spectroscopy is a very simple yet telling diagnostic tool. In this study it was
one of the main methods of data collection. In the lab the spectrometer that was used
was the Ocean Optics HR4000CG-UV-NIR spectrometer. This spectrometer collects
a single point of emission data at a given location. Typically this device is used to
probe emission of the plasma and the surface volatile species. This spectrometer was
chosen for its ability to collect emission between 200 nm - 1100 nm. The Ocean Optics
spectrometer presents a means to measure a spectrally resolved Planck distribution
that all surface temperature devices rely on. The collection waveband of the Ocean
Optics spectrometer is ideal because it covers the wavelengths that are used by the 2
color pyrometers to measure temperature. Even though this spectrometer has lower
resolution it was deemed acceptable for use due to this being the primary investigation
into this particular subject. Table 2.3 lists the specifications of this device.
Figure 2.19a is a schematic of the experimental set up for the line of sight emission
data collection. For this experiment the spectrometer was aimed directly at the front
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Table 2.3: Ocean Optics specifications.

Wavelength
Slit width
Grating
FWHM
Resolution

HR4000CG-UV-NIR
200 nm - 1100 nm
5 µm
HC-1 300 G/nm
1.65 nm
3648-element
linear-array CCD

face of the sample that was being tested and emission was recorded.
A top view of the set up for emission collection of the plasma ball is shown in
Figure 2.20a. For this experiment the spectrometer was aimed at the induction region
of the torch to measure the emission from the plasma itself. .
For both of these set ups, the focal volume and subsequent collection volumes are
shown in the red dashed lines. The emission is collected through a series of reflections
beginning with the 50 mm concave mirror with a focal length of 300 mm, then to a
flat mirror with a 25 mm diameter, through a lens tube with an adjustable aperture,
into a 400 µm diameter 2 m long fiber optic. The collection path is oriented as in
a z-fold formation in order to have the light path between the spherical mirrors and
the the sample is parallel to the light path from the fiber optic to the flat mirror
In order to align the collection optics a Helium-Neon laser, centered at 633 nm,
is used. It is attached at the end of the fiber optic where the spectrometer would be
attached.
The data that is being output from this device comes in the absolute units of
counts per second. To transform this data into a more comparable form, a calibration
process must be done with the Oriel Instruments Open Air Model 63966 tungsten
filament light source. The data produced during the calibration process has the units
of mW·m−2 ·nm−1 . A more in depth explanation of the calibration process will occur
23

in Chapter 4.
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(a) An illustration of emission collection for the line of sight experiments.Test sample(1),50-mm diameter, 300-mm focal length
concave mirror,25-mm diameter flat mirror(3), aperture(4), lens
tube (5),and fiber optic cable, spectrometer assembly (6)

(b) A picture of the collection optics attached to the torch in order
to see the front face.

Figure 2.19: Line of sight emission experiment
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(a) An illustration of the emission collection within the plasma
ball. load coils (1), (2)-(6) are the same as Figure 2.19a, and
plasma ball (7)

(b) A picture of the experimental set up for the plasma ball emission

Figure 2.20: Plasma ball emission experiment
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Chapter 3
Optical Pyrometry
As stated before surface temperature is a critical design component for TPS. The ablative and catalytic effects of different materials can increase the surface temperature
up to 2 times when compared to their non reactive counter parts [23]. For UHTC
material it is ill advised to attempt to add a thermocouple to a UHTC in order to
record temperature due to the risk of damaging the material [34]. The best way to
measure the temperature of the sample is via optical pyrometry, it is a non-intrusive
measurement technique that preserves the material integrity and does not impede the
test.

3.1

Pyrometer Theory

Every object above absolute zero emits a electro-magnetic (EM) radiation. An ideal
physical body that can absorb all incident EM radiation is called a blackbody. The
radiation absorption for blackbody is independent of direction and wavelength, it is
also non reflective. At a constant temperature a blackbody can emit all absorbed EM
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radiation, thus making it the perfect emitter and absorber. At known temperatures
a blackbody radiator will radiate at a known spectrum and intensity. A non ideal
body is called a greybody radiator. Greybody emits radiation at each wavelength in
a constant ratio less than unity. It is a non ideal physical body whose absorbtivity
does not vary with temperature and wavelength of the incident radiation. It also only
emit a portion of the absorbed radiation, which is a fraction of the incident radiation.
Any source of radiation, either greybody or blackbody, will do so in a hemispherical
pattern, Figure 3.1.The solid angle Ω comes from the fact that. Let Ω be the angle
generated by A2 from A1 .
Ω=

A2
r2

(3.1)

Figure 3.1: The beam geometry from the hemispherical emission. Image [34]

The total amount of energy that is emitted by a blackbody that can be detected
by a pyrometer is defined by Planck’s Law, Equation 3.2. [24].
LλB (λ, T ) =

c1
1
· c2 (λ·T )
5
Ωπλ e
−1

(3.2)

where
c1 = 2πc2 h
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(3.3)

and
c2 =

ch
k

(3.4)

T being the temperature, λ the wavelength, and Ω is the solid angle. Both equations 3.3 and 3.4 are industry accepted constants comprised of thermodynamic constants. Where the speed of light is c = 2.99792458 ×1017 nm·s−1 , Planck’s constant
h = 6.62606896 ×10−34 J·s, and Boltzmann’s constant k = 1.3806504 ×10−23 J·K−1 .
For a non ideal greybody the emissivity of the material must be accounted for.
The emissivity of the material depends on the wavelength and the temperature. It is
a scalar of the ideal emission so can just be multiplied through.

Lλ (λ, T ) = ϵ(λ, t)

c1
1
· c2 (λ·T )
5
Ωπλ e
−1

(3.5)

Equation 3.5 is the ideal total amount of energy that can be seen by a detector
from a radiation source. Due to loses accrued by the energy transmitting through
different mediums before it reaches the detector, and losses due to noise within the
detector it is best to ratio the radiance L of the detector to the signal out put. Doing
so over a narrow waveband and setting equal to Equation 3.2 will lead to Equation
3.6.
ID1
LD1
ec2 (λ1,2 ·T2 ) − 1
=
= c2 (λ1,2 ·T1 )
ID2
LD2
e
−1

(3.6)

λ1,2 is the mean effective wavelength of the system. rearranging and solving for the
second temperature leads to the following Equation 3.7.
T2 =

c2 /λ1,2
ln



ID1
ID2

(ec2 (λ1,2 ·T1 )
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− 1) + 1



(3.7)

This is the general form of the temperature equation used by pyrometers to relate
emission intensity to surface temperature. For this to happen, one of the temperatures
and intensities must be known. A manufacturer, such as Fluke, will calibrate their
pyrometers on a blackbody radiation source in accordance with ASTM: E639-78.
After the calibration is complete equation 3.7 can be written as follows [34]:
T =

c2 /λ1,2
ln

h

Ical ·ϵ·τ
I

(ec2 (λ1,2 ·Tcal )

− 1) + 1

i

(3.8)

This general form of Planck’s equation includes the emissivity of the sample that
is being examined, the calibrated reference temperatures and the τ the transmittance
coefficient of the medium between source and detector.

3.2

Dual Wavelength Ratio Thermography

Dual wavelength ratio thermography (DWRT) is the calculation of temperature by
ratioing intensity at two different wavelengths. This is also known as 2-color pyrometry. As a test sample in the ICP torch heats up and starts to radiate a spectrum,
the device will start reading temperatures. The device targets the blackbody curve of
the radiating sample and will detect any emission lines from the plasma as well. The
emission lines from the plasma or material that can be seen by the device detectors
is classified as parasitic radiation, the underlying black body curve is what is truly
needed to identify the surface temperature. Even though the distribution resembles a
greybody curve, the ratio of two different intensities at two different wave lengths will
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allow the temperature to be calculated with out the knowledge of emissivity. Once
again beginning with Planck’s law, in a slightly different form:
Iλ,T =

c1
5
c
/λT
2
λe

−1

(3.9)

If we assume that in the temperature and wavelength range of this study, the exponential term in the denominator ec2 /λT is much greater than 1 in we can apply Wien’s
law [24].
Iλ,T =

c1 −c2 /λT
e
λ5

(3.10)

Equation 3.11 has the emission intensity as a function of temperature and wavelength.
The c constants were defined in the section above. This equation also defines the curve
for a blackbody radiation source, and a sample in the ICP is not an ideal radiator,
so the temperature and wavelength emissivity ,ϵ(λ,T ) , term must be added.
Iλ,T = ϵλ,T

c1 −c2 /λT
e
λ5

(3.11)

This emission intensity equation is wavelength dependent, to get the temperature as
an independent variable, one wave length must be divided by the other.
Iλ1
ϵλ c1 λ5 e−c2 /λ2 T
= ( 1 ) 25 −c2 /λ1 T
Iλ2
ϵλ2 c1 λ1 e

(3.12)

Solving for temperature will lead to:
T1,2 =

c2 (1/λ2 − 1/λ1 )
(ln (I1 /I2 ) + ln (ελ2 /ελ2 ) + 5 ln (λ1 /λ2 ))
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(3.13)

Taking Equation 3.13 and assuming that the two wave lengths are sufficiently close
that the ratio of emissivity is about equal to one, the equation can be written in it’s
final form of:
T1,2 =

c2 (1/λ2 − 1/λ1 )
(ln (I1 /I2 ) + 5 ln (λ1 /λ2 ))

(3.14)

This is the equation that was used to determine a temperature from the calibrated
spectrum provided by the Ocean Optics spectrometer. The pyrometers in the PTDL
also use this method to calculate temperatures [26]. The exact wave lengths that are
used are not publicly published.
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Chapter 4
Emission Spectroscopy

4.1

Theory

Emission spectroscopy is one of the many techniques used to measure the species
and temperature within a plasma flow. This is done by collecting the light emitted
when an atom or molecule transitions from a higher excited energy state to a lower
ground energy state [9]. The energy expelled from this transition can be in the form
of rotational, vibrational, and electronic transition. Molecular transitions happen in
all three methods while atomic transitions are exclusively electronic. Figure 4.1 is a
simple cartoon depicting the energy modes mentioned.
Species that emit light in the the wavebands of the pyrometers were identified
through testing done in the work and labeled with the help of SPECAIR [9] and
national databases [21]. Section 4.3 contains the spectral features that are in the
waveband of the pyrometers and in Appendix A are all the spectral features that
were identified in the induction zone of the torch after the data was calibrated.
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Figure 4.1: LEFT: the top rotational energy and bottom is vibrational.RIGHT: an Energy
Diagram showing transition levels. Image [7]

4.2

Calibration

In order to accurately describe the intensities seen by the spectrometer, the device
needs be calibrated. The calibration for the spectrometer was not done in the actual
torch due to safety issues and spatial difficulties. Therefore a calibration bench was
constructed outside of the torch, seen in Figure 4.2. The two different emission
experiments required their own unique calibration set ups. Each of the setups were
constructed so that they preserve the relative spatial location to the sister experiment
in the torch. In order to line up the spectrometer, the He-Ne laser was used to target
the collection point onto the tungsten lamp.
The uncalibrated data produced by the spectrometer is in counts. These units
must be transformed into a form of absolutes spectral radiance using the tungsten
lamp mentioned previously. The tungsten lamp is a known light source with its irra-
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(a) Emission calibration of the pyrometer line
of sigh experiments.

(b) Calibration setup for the plasma ball emission experiments.

Figure 4.2: Emission calibration set ups

diance determined by the manufacturer via the NBS Measurement Services: Spectral
Irradiance Calibration [22]. This provided the curve shown in Figure 4.3. This curve
was generated by supplying the tungsten lamp with 6.5 A and 30 V from the Oriel
Instruments 300 W Radiometric Power Supply Model 69931.

Figure 4.3: Spectral irradiance supplied by the manufacturer.

After the power supply was turned on and the lamp reached it’s max brightness the
integration time on the software was adjusted in order to get the maximum emission
collection without going over the saturation limit of the spectrometer, roughly 16,000
counts. The dark spectrum, analogous to the noise within the system, must be stored
and removed from the curve before recording the spectrum. This is done by covering
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the collection optics, recording the spectrum, and zeroing the spectrometer. After
this the new recorded spectrum can be normalized by the integration time, Figure
4.4. This curve has had the proper background subtraction and it is easily noticed
by the tails of the curve going to zero. Dividing these two curves will relate the
absolute intensities provided by the calibration lamp to the spectrometer detectivity.
This new curve, Figure 4.5, is the desired calibration curve for all spectrum that was
taken with this specific emission set up. The calibration is sensitive to the setup.
Multiplying this curve by the raw spectrum received from the experimental data will
result in a calibrated intensity in the units of mW·m

−2

·nm−1 . The noise at the

+1000 nm range is due to the lower spectral sensitivity of the spectrometer at these
wavebands. This is also the case for the noise at the sub 400 nm wavelength.Figure
4.7 is the emission spectrum in absolute intensity. Once again notice the noise in the
tails is more pronounced in the calibrated spectrum as well as all of the features have
had a slight blue shift.The method for calibrating the plasma ball emission spectrum
is similar to the one mentioned above, it deviates slightly. The window that the
emission is collected through must be used in the calibration process and since this
emission was taken through the quartz tube, the transmissivity of the quartz tube
was taken into account in post processing.

Figure 4.4: Normalized raw emission from the calibration lamp.
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Figure 4.5: The calibration curve for this specific emission set up.

Figure 4.6 is the raw emission normalized by time before the calibration process.

Figure 4.6: Raw emission data from the spectrometer.
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(a) The calibrated spectrum zoomed in to the relevant wavebands

(b) Total data from the calibration process.

Figure 4.7: Calibrated emission spectrum in absolute intensity.
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4.3

Relevant Emission bands

In an effort to identify parasitic radiation, SPECAIR and the NIST database was used
to identify any radiating species. These include atomic Oxygen, atomic Nitrogen, N+
2,
CO4+ , CO X-X, atomic Carbon, and Argon. Spectroscopic constants for each species
is listed in Appendix A. The specific features for each gas will be discussed in Section
5.1.2
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Chapter 5
Results & Discussions

5.1
5.1.1

Preliminary Flow Characterisation
Cold-Wall Heat Flux

Cold-Wall heat flux testing was done for every single gas condition used in this study.
These are the most rudimentary and simple to perform for diagnostic tests available in
the lab. This is done in order to better characterize the flow. Due to the ease of testing
and the quality information given, it is considered a good candidate for re-testing.
The catalycity of the material will change the results of a heat flux measurement.
A higher catalytic material will promote exothermic recombination and will further
heat the front face of a sample [27].
Energy conservation is the governing principle for heat flux tests done in high
enthalpy flows. As the flow reaches the front face of the sample, it will slow and
release energy that is then transferred into the sample. In a sub-sonic facility, such as
the PTDL, energy is transferred in the form of convection, recombination, conduction,
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and re-radiation from the surface of the sample [6].
The material that is used for such test is a copper slug. This is a catalytic material
and will cause a larger heat flux into the system as described. To begin the test the
gooseneck probe must be inserted into the flow briefly. The sample must be placed
perpendicular into the center of the jet.The sample is made of copper and at the center
of it is a copper slug. Attached to the back face of the slug is a thermocouple. From
the thermocouple the surface temperature can be read via the back face. Temperature
is recorded pre, during, and post insertion to determine the heating rate. The heat
flux can be assumed as 1-D which allows the use of the following equation:
q̇ = ρCu cCu Lslug

dT
dt

rise

dT
−
dt

!

(5.1)
loss

The heat flux is an equation of specific heat, cCu = .386 J· (gK)−2 , length , Lslug
= .0126 m, and the density of copper, ρCu = 8.96 g · cm−3 . An example graph of
a heat flux test with the rise and fall of temperatures is shown in Figure 5.1. The
temperature rises quickly as soon as the probe is inserted into the flow and then takes
appreciably longer to return to cool off after removal. Figure 5.1 is of a test done in
a full N2 test condition.
Each flow condition had multiple tests done for an average heat flux. The full
data of heat flux for each condition can be seen in Appendix D. Table 5.1 contains
the list of each condition and the average heat flux. The gas flow is in standard liter
per minute (lpm) and the heat flux is given in W·cm2 .
All cases except CO2 are higher than values previously reported [19] [6].This proves
that the facility is running hotter than in previous years. For CO2 it is lower than
what was reported the previous [28]. At this time there is no logical reason for this
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Figure 5.1: Heat flux of a copper slug in a N2 flow .The red circles indicate the data points
used for 1-D heat flux.
Table 5.1: Average heat flux for all test conditions.
Gas (lpm)
40 Ar
40 N2
21 CO2 / 5 Ar
40 air
35 air / 5 Ar

Average Heat Flux ( W·cm2 )
43.63
101.21
54.85
119.64
91.72

mismatch other than facility variance due to different operators/conditions. These
results are preliminary in nature, so deeper and more careful testing should be done
on this subject.
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5.1.2

Plasma Induction Zone Emission

In order to characterize the flow emission, spectra was taken at the origin point of
the plasma, the plasma induction zone. The region is commonly called, and will be
referenced as such, the plasma ball. In reality the name is a misnomer as the shape is
more closely aligned with a toroid. The scans were done in order to understand what
species are in the flow before they are exposed to the sample surface, resulting in
unwanted species showing up. The collection of the emission was done at the center
of the plasma ball perpendicular to the quartz tube in order to minimize the beam
steering that would occur. The scans would occur when the condition was reached
and the power supply had reached a steady state.
After each scan was calibrated the next task was to identify the atomic/molecular
species in the flow. This was done using the commercial software SPECAIR when
possible and than the NIST database. The spectral features that were identified
in the waveband of the pyrometer have been listed in Appendix A. The emission
spectra retrieved from SPECAIR was done at 8000 K and at 160 torr to replicate the
conditions of the plasma ball. Minor scaling was applied to this data in order for the
peaks to match the experimental peaks.
Figure 5.2 is the plasma ball scan of a 40 lpm Argon flow. Argon has many strong
emission lines that are in the region of the pyrometers. With the strongest emission
line 811 nm with 75 mW·m−2 ·nm−1 . The majority of the argon lines lie in between
the 750 - 900 nm range resulting in the potential for parasitic radiation from the
plasma ball to be high for any full Argon test. The Argon lines are defined in Table
A.1.
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Figure 5.2: The emission spectra collected from an Argon plasma ball. The dashed lines
represent the wavebands of the pyrometer

The Nitrogen plasma ball scan, Figure 5.3, was completed and compared to
SPECAIR and the peaks and features aligned. The experimental data is graphed
on the top, and SPECAIR is on the bottom. N atom does radiate in the region of
the pyrometers, 5 distinct features are between 750 - 1100 nm. There is a potential
for a 6th peak at 1055 nm, it does not match any peaks listed. This area of the emission data has too much noise for any feature to be distinctly defined. The Nitrogen
features are in Table A.2.
Since the lab works with TPS material for earth atmosphere it is only logical
for an air plasma to be examined. The experimental peaks for the atoms are still
well aligned with the SPECAIR data. The intensities of the peaks of N atom are a
fraction of the intensity when compared to the pure N2 plasma. This is due to the
mole fraction of Nitrogen in the air gas is much lower than the mole fraction in the
pure Nitrogen canister.
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Figure 5.3: The emission spectra collected from the plasma ball. The dashed lines represent
the wavebands of the pyrometer

Figure 5.4: The emission spectra collected from the plasma ball. The dashed lines represent
the wavebands of the pyrometer

The final test case was of a CO2 mixture. The flow rate of 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm
Ar was previously determined to have be the optimal combination of facility run time
and noise in other diagnostic tools available in the lab [28]. Figure 5.5 is the plasma
ball emission from this study. Even though this is a mixture of Argon, the flow rate
of the gas is not enough to produce a detectable emission with the ocean optics. The
features not defined by SPECAIR are C2 swan at λ = 467 nm where ∆V= + 1, λ
= 517 nm where ∆V= 0, and λ = 554 nm where ∆V= - 1. The other features are
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carbon atoms well defined in Appendix A, Table A.4.

Figure 5.5: The emission spectra collected from the plasma ball. The dashed lines represent
the wavebands of the pyrometer

The emission spectra form the CO2 /Ar mixture shows that a low amount of Argon
does not radiate enough energy to be seen, therefore it was deemed unnecessary to
do the air mixture condition that is used in Section 5.2. These emission plots serve
as a base line of potential spectra that can be seen by the optical pyrometry devices
used in the lab. All of the test gas, except for Argon, do not have large amounts of
spectral radiance in the waveband of the pyrometers. Argon is the one test gas that
does have a significant amount of features that produce higher amounts of intensity
when compared to the other plasma.
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5.2

Emissivity Study

The temperature measurement experiments were designed to be able to calculate the
emissivity as a function of temperature. These tests consist of aligning the radiometer
and the 2-color pyrometer up to measure the surface temperature at the stagnation
point of the sample. This was done by setting up the devices on the lower view ports
of the torch. The emissivity of the radiometer was set at ϵ = 0.86, and the pyrometer
was used in two color mode as an emissivity free measurement, allowing the potential
calculation of the emissivity. It is recognized that emissivity is directionally dependent
but for these investigations we interrogated the sample surface radiation at 30◦ off
of the surface normal as illustrated in Figure 2.16. The tests were done over POCO
graphite, the Silicon Carbide samples listed previously, the polymorph of β-SiC fabric
and the polymorph of α-SiC disk, LaB6 and ZrB2 -SiC-W. For these experiments the
radiometer emissivity was initially set to ϵ= 0.86. While calculating the emissivity
two different spots were of interest. The first one being the time where the sample is
in the flow and the torch is on and the second being the brief time where the sample
is still hot enough for the temperature devices to register after the torch had been
turned off. The two different investigation zones are important in order to measure
the temperature with and without the influence of the plasma. No CO2 test were done
on the LaB6 and ZrB2 -SiC-W samples due to the unrealistic chance of these materials
experiencing the gas chemistry. To calculate the change in emissivity we assumed that
the radiative heat flux into both devices was equal allowing us to make the simple
calculation for emissivity. This is done by calculating the radiative heat flux q̇ is
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directly proportional to the emissivity ϵ and the surface temperature, Equation 5.2.
q̇ = ϵT 4

(5.2)

Since the radiative heat flux is constant in both devices they can be set equal to each
other:
q˙1 = q˙2

(5.3)

and then substituting Equation 5.2 into Equation 5.3 allows you to solve for the
emissivity in Equation 5.4.
ϵ1 T14 = ϵ2 T24

(5.4)

While these tests were being conducted, the radiometer started to deteriorate from
an unknown material reaction, thus causing a major discrepancy in the temperature
readings of the two devices. In short, the KRS-5 window that is resident to the
face of the radiometer had developed an unknown scaling over the time period that
the emissivity study tests were being done. The deterioration of the gold mirror
within radiometer is unknown and untested, more information on this is available in
Appendix E.

5.2.1

POCO Gaphite

POCO graphite is a well studied material thus allowing the opportunity to check the
results of all calculations against the literature. For three out of four test cases the
calibration of the radiometer was not of concern, the CO2 mixture test was performed
while the radiometer was deteriorating. The temperature record of these experiments
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is in Figure 5.6. As expected the 40 lpm Argon test had a large temperature difference
between the radiometer and pyrometer pointing to parasitic radiation entering the
temperature measurement devices, Figure 5.6a. POCO graphite is an ablative material when exposed to an air plasma. These properties of the POCO may explain the
temperature difference seen in Figure5.6b. In a similar instance to Figure 5.21 when
exposed to the Nitrogen condition the pyrometer does not reach a steady state and
slowly climbs while the radiometer stays level. Before the torch was turned off the
temperature difference between the two devices is 120 K. The only POCO graphite
test performed during the time period of radiometer deterioration was the CO2 mixture. As done before the pyrometer was breifly switched into one color mode in an
attempt to justify the low temperature reading from the radiometer. After the switch
the radiometer is still reading temperatures considerably lower than the pyrometer.
The temperature readings of POCO graphite in the CO2 mixture are seen in Figure
5.6d.
Figure 5.7 contains all the emissivity as a function of temperature graphs. None of
these emissivity calculations match that can be seen in literature. In this temperature
region POCO graphite has ϵ in the range of 0.80 and 0.85 [1]. In Figure 5.7a and
Figure 5.6d the emissivity values do not approach the values seen in literature. For
Figure 5.6d a reasonable explanation for these results is that the lack of accurate calibration of the radiometer effects the temperature and thus the emissivity calculations.
For the results shown in Figure 5.7a the parasitic radiation that will be discussed in
section 5.3. Figure 5.7b and Figure 5.7c do have values that reach emissivity values
that are consistent with ones found in literature. The emissivity values in Figure 5.7c
correspond to t= 55 s and t = 95 s on Figure 5.6c. This time period is before the
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(b) A temperature comparison between the
(a) A temperature comparison between the radiometer and the pyrometer in two color
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color mode in 35 lpm air / 5 lpm Argon. The two
temperature devices are in agreement
mode in 40 lpm Argon.

(d) A temperature comparison between the
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color
(c) A temperature comparison between the mode in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar.The dip in
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color the data is when the pyrometer was set to one
color mode with ϵ = 0.86.
mode in 40 lpm Nitrogen.

Figure 5.6: The temperature graphs for all cases of POCO for the emissivity study

pyrometer has an un-converged solution and starts to climb. If the pyrometer stayed
at steady state the emissivity values would have most likely stayed in the range from
literature. In Figure 5.7b the emissivity only briefly passes through the range while
during the torch off investigation. This result is insignificant because the emissivity
does not reach any sort of steady state in this region and only briefly passes through.
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(a) Emissivity as a function of temperature (b) Emissivity as a function of temperature
at a test condition of 40 lpm Ar.
at a test condition of 35 lpm air/ 5 lpm Ar.

(d) Emissivity as a function of temperature
(c) Emissivity as a function of temperature for a test condition of 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm
at a test condition of 40 lpm N2 .
Ar.

Figure 5.7: The emissivity graphs for all cases of POCO tests for the emissivity study
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5.2.2

Silicon Carbide

The forms of Silicon Carbide that were used in the emissivity study were the polymorph of β-SiC fabric and the polymorph of α-SiC disk. Both of these samples can
be seen in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.8a is the polymorph of α-SiC disk in a 21 lpm CO2 /
5 lpm Ar flow. Figure 5.8b is the polymorph of β-SiC fabric in a 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm
Ar flow

(a) A SiC disk sample being tested in a CO2 mix- (b) A SiC disk sample being tested in a CO2 mixture flow
ture flow

Figure 5.8: Both forms of SiC in a CO2 mixture flow.

Fabric
The purpose of doing the different SiC materials is to compare the results of the two
different forms. Theoretically the disk is a more stable sample and gives a baseline for
the material response while the woven fabric has the potential to have more unstable
material surface reactions. Figure 5.9 contains all the temperature graphs of the fabric
experiments performed for the emissivity study. The four test cases were 40 lpm Ar,
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40 lpm N2 , 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar, and 35 lpm air / 5 lpm Ar. The air-Argon
mixture was used in order to duplicate the results of other work being done in the
lab in conjunction with this body of work. It is used as a substitute for a full 40
lpm air case. The temperature graph in Figure 5.9a is the full Argon flow case. This
test was performed during a period of time when the calibration of radiometer was
suspect. The total effect of the mis-calibration of the devices is apparent when the
one color pyrometer is switched into 1-color mode. Recall that when this was done
before the radiometer and the pyrometer were nearly identical. In this instance, there
is a large temperature difference between three temperature readings, roughly 100 k
between each step. For Figure 5.9c and Figure 5.9d are the full N2 test case and
the latter being the CO2 experiment, the calibration problem was not discovered at
this point because the visual inspection of the radiometer yielded no signs of concern
nor did the data, at the time, seem incorrect. In Figure 5.9c, the pyrometer comes
to a steady state unlike the constant rise it had in Figure 5.20. The lack of rise in
the pyrometer points to the material surface being in a steady state for Figure 5.9c,
and the material surface evolving for 5.20. The spike in the temperature profile of
5.9c at t=310 s is the result of the sample being adjusted to be more centered in the
flow. Figure 5.9b was completed when the radiometer had yet to begin to degrade
so the calibration factor was true. The temperatures on this graph overlap at many
instances. The hump centered around t=200 s is most likely due to the formation of
SiO2 on the surface causing the emissivity to change.
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(a) A temperature comparison between the
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color
mode in 40 lpm Argon. The dip in the data
is when the pyrometer was set to one color
mode with ϵ = 0.86.

(b) A temperature comparison between the
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color
mode in 35 lpm air / 5 lpm Argon. The two
temperature devices are in agreement

(c) A temperature comparison between the (d) A temperature comparison between the
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color radiometer and the pyrometer in two color
mode in 40 lpm Nitrogen.
mode in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar.

Figure 5.9: The temperature graphs for all cases of SiC fabric for the emissivity study

The change in emissivity over time is better represented in Figure 5.10, which is
not a standard graph that will be shown through out this body of work as it repeats
information, but is shown here for special interest. Over time the emissivity of the
sample oscillates between ϵ = 0.81 [31] and ϵ = 0.93 [30]. The dip below the known
emissivity can be accounted for by the rudimentary calculations of emissivity that is
being performed, and the peaks near ϵ = 0.93 point to the formation of SiO2 on the
surface after being exposed to air. Although the calculation of emissivity change is
simplistic, the change in emissivity due to changing material surface is captured.
Unfortunately, due to the low thermal mass of the fabric sample it cooled too
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Figure 5.10: Emissivity as a function of time at a test condition of 35 lpm air/ 5 lpm Ar.
The black lines represent the emissivity of SiC [31] and SiO2 [30]

quickly to get an accurate temperature measurement to study the emissivity with
out the effects of the torch being on. Figure 5.11 is all of the emissivity as a function
of time graphs for this study. Figure 5.14b shows the emissivity in the range that
was mentioned above. Figure 5.14c the sample cooled slow enough that an emissivity calculation was made. Further investigation into the emissivity calculation and
reliability of these temperature measurements is required.
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(a) Emissivity as a function of temperature
at a test condition of 40 lpm Ar. The black
lines represent the emissivity of SiC [31] and
SiO2 [30]

(b) Emissivity as a function of temperature at
a test condition of 35 lpm air/ 5 lpm Ar. The
black lines represent the emissivity of SiC [31]
and SiO2 [30]

(c) Emissivity as a function of temperature
at a test condition of 40 lpm N2 . The black
lines represent the emissivity of SiC [31] and
SiO2 [30]

(d) Emissivity as a function of temperature
at a test condition of 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm
Ar.The black lines represent the emissivity of
SiC [31] and SiO2 [30]

Figure 5.11: The temperature graphs for all cases of SiC fabric for the emissivity study

Disk
The SiC disk sample was tested over the same time period as the fabric above. Figure
5.12 has all of the temperature graphs for the four different test cases. The results
of these graphs are the same as the graphs above. Figure 5.12a shows the difference
between the radiometer and pyrometer in both 1-color and 2-color mode. Figure
5.12b has an accurate radiometer and pyrometer temperature reading, still showing
the hump centered around t = 200 s with a little oscillation as the sample stays in
the flow. Figure 5.12c still shows a discrepancy in the reading of the temperature
between the two devices, at t= 120 s the sample was adjusted in the flow to be more
centered. Figure 5.12d stays at a steady temperature once it is reached. The change
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in temperature between t= 390 s and t = 450s was not due to external manipulation
of the devices or sample, it is noted that the pressure was not at 160 torr during this
time period.

(a) A temperature comparison between the
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color
mode in 40 lpm Argon. The dip in the data
is when the pyrometer was set to one color
mode with ϵ = 0.86.

(b) A temperature comparison between the
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color
mode in 35 lpm air / 5 lpm Argon. The two
temperature devices are in agreement

(c) A temperature comparison between the (d) A temperature comparison between the
radiometer and the pyrometer in two color radiometer and the pyrometer in two color
mode in 40 lpm Nitrogen.
mode in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar.

Figure 5.12: The temperature graphs for all cases of SiC disk for the emissivity study

Similar to the fabric case, there was an interesting wave in the temperatures in
Figure5.12b. Once again the emissivity would oscillate between that of SiC and SiO2 .
Figure 5.13 shows that the disk stayed closer to the emissivity of SiC and oscillated
less. This is due to a lower formation of SiO2 on the surface of the material therefore
not effecting the emissivity measurement as much. When the torch is off the emissivity
of the material jumps to values above unity.
The SiC disk would dissipate temperature at a slow enough rate that data could
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Figure 5.13: Emissivity as a function of time at a test condition of 35 lpm air/ 5 lpm Ar.
The black lines represent the emissivity of SiC [31] and SiO2 [30]

be gathered before the temperature of the sample dropped below the threshold of
the pyrometer. Figure 5.14 shows all the emissivity calculations as a function of
temperature. Figure 5.14a has emissivity values that do not even reach ϵ = 0.81.
Since Argon plasma is an inert material it would not cause any oxidation or change
of the material surface, thus the emissivity values should be around ϵ = 0.81. The
calibration of the radiometer was untrustworthy for this test so the results of the
emissivity study here should be disregarded. Figure 5.14b shows the emissivity staying
slightly above one while the sample is cooling. In the N2 flow, Figure 5.14c, while
cooling the emissivity is in the expected range. The calibration of the radiometer
during this experiment is still suspect so results should be investigated further. A
similar statement can be said for the results shown in Figure 5.14d.
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(a) Emissivity as a function of temperature
at a test condition of 40 lpm Ar. The black
lines represent the emissivity of SiC [31] and
SiO2 [30]

(b) Emissivity as a function of temperature at
a test condition of 35 lpm air/ 5 lpm Ar. The
black lines represent the emissivity of SiC [31]
and SiO2 [30]

(c) Emissivity as a function of temperature
at a test condition of 40 lpm N2 . The black
lines represent the emissivity of SiC [31] and
SiO2 [30]

(d) Emissivity as a function of temperature
for a test condition of 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm
Ar.The black lines represent the emissivity of
SiC [31] and SiO2 [30]

Figure 5.14: The emissivity graphs for all cases of SiC disk tests for the emissivity study
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5.2.3

LaB6

The UHTC samples are an extreme case of surface volatiles that present the possibility
to cause parasitic radiation into the devices. The primary investigation on the LaB6
sample, Figure 5.15 sample was for its classification as an ETC material. This lead
to the IR camera being used to read the temperature on the side of the probe.

Figure 5.15: A LaB6 ETC probe in an Argon flow with a base leak in the vacuum chamber
resulting in Boron oxidation.

The temperature readings, Figure 5.16, were done while attempting electron transportation cooling, that is not of interest for the body of work more information is
available in reference [32]. An IR camera was trained onto the sample as well. The
IR camera had an ϵ = 0.85 while the radiometer had ϵ = 0.86. The test was in 40
lpm of Argon at 2.5 amps. The emissivity calculations were done during two time
periods. The Primary investigation is when the sample is heating up in a plasma flow.
The second investigation area is when the sample is rapidly cooling down after the it
is no longer being exposed to plasma. The difference in emissivity setting in the IR
camera and the radiometer is negligible and so is the difference between temperatures
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for these two devices. Where as the 2 color pyrometer is over 200 K above the two
emissivity dependent devices.

Figure 5.16: Time temperature graph of LaB6 with, radiometer(ϵ = .86), IR camera (ϵ =
.85) and the 2-color pyrometer. The test condition is 40 lpm

Since the devices do not have the same sampling frequency, the data needed to
be interpolated using the MATLAB function "interp1". From there an emissivity
estimate can be made using a first order approach of Equation 5.4
Figure 5.17 shows the data resampled and how the emissivity changes over time.
The red curve is the emissivity while the torch is on and the blue curve are is after the
torch is turned off. While the torch is on the emissivity of the sample is too low and
not what is accurate to the literature. After the torch is off the emissivity increases
to a range that is more slightly lower than ϵ = 0.80 from literature [29].
Figure 5.18 is the temperature dependent emissivity graph. The emissivity jump
after the torch is off is better shown here. While the torch is on the emissivity is all
crowded on a single temperature value since the sample was at a steady state before
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Figure 5.17: TOP: Resampled time temperature graph of LaB6 .BOTTOM: Emissivity
change over time.The test condition is 40 lpm

the torch was turned off.
The emissivity while the torch is on is low due the major discrepancy between
the two color and radiometer. This is due to potential parasitic radiation from the
plasma ball, discussed further in Chapter 5.3. The emissivity during the torch on
time period should be disregarded. The emissivity during the torch off portion of the
test is about similar to that in literature.
Figure 5.16 shows temperature agreement between the radiometer and the IR
camera, but the pyrometer differs from the two other devices. A similar test was
performed with LaB6 same condition as above, except the IR camera was not used
and the pyrometer was set to 1-color mode with ϵ = .86, the same as the radiometer.
Figure 5.19 is a temperature comparison between the radiometer and pyrometer.
The temperature between the two devices matches as expected due to the calibration of the radiometer being accurate. The major difference between the two curves
is due to the measurement frequency. The radiometer shows all the same features
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Figure 5.18: Emissivity as a function of temperature, the blue dots are after the torch is
off, red dots are while it is still on.

but just a little later. This is not just simply a poor alignment of the two graphs in
post processing. This demonstrates that when in one color mode, the pyrometer is
reading the same temperature as the radiometer. This is in stark comparison to the
previous temperature graph where the two color pyrometer was significantly higher
than the radiometer. This points to the ratioing of the emission within the pyrometer
when it is in two color mode being the cause of temperature mismatch.
A mixture of Nitrogen and Argon was used to test the durability of the LaB6
sample. The gas mixture was 30 lpm Argon and 10 lpm of nitrogen. Figure 5.20 is
the temperature comparison of the experiment. As the radiometer reaches a steady
state the pyrometer still keeps climbing.
Figure 5.21 shows the emissivity as a function of temperature. The emissivity
from these graphs shows higher emissivity than that in the Argon test case. Before
our nominal operation at a pressure of 160 Torr, the facility is pumped down to a
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Figure 5.19: A temperature comparison between the radiometer and the pyrometer in one
color mode with ϵ = 0.86 for both devices in 40 lpm AR

base pressure that nears a vacuum (less than 1 Torr). This residual pressure primarily
consists of air. Thus, during a test less than 1 Torr in 160 Torr air contamination will
be present. However, as LaB6 has high oxidation potential, it is possible that even
this small amount of introduced oxygen could poison the surface via oxidation.
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Figure 5.20: A temperature comparison between the radiometer and the pyrometer in two
color mode in 30 lpm argon/ 10 lpm N2 .

Figure 5.21: Emissivity as a function of temperature.The test condition is 30 lpm argon/
10 lpm N2 .
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5.2.4

ZrB2-SiC-W

The ZrB2 -SiC-W sample poses another interesting case where surface volatiles may
influence the temperature measurement. The material characteristics of this material
are not well studied. It is relevant to test this material in an air plasma and calculate
the temperature based emissivity for that reason. After the sample was inserted in a
typical air plasma test condition of 40 lpm air at 2.5 A, the surface temperature was
allowed to settle and then power was increased. The increase in power can be seen
in Figure 5.22 at t = 320 s when the plate amperage was adjusted from 2.5 A to 2.7
A, then again at t= 490 s an increase to 2.9 A. The amperage of the power supply
was increased in order to test the durability of the material at extreme temperatures
and power settings. The radiometer was calibrated the day before this test was
performed knowing the scaling on the window had worsened, but the limitations of
the calibration process in the lab had been reached.
Due to the calibration factor being incorrect, and unable to correct for in post
processing the emissivity calculations need further study to be validated.
The emissivity model used in this study is not detailed enough to accurately
measure the change in emissivity for these materials. Two main factors contributed
to this. The first factor is that the equations used to calculate emissivity are very
simple and do not take other external factors into account. The second is these devices
do not have the precision necessary to accurately measure temperature change leaving
the emissivity calculations susceptible to error.
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Figure 5.22: The temperature graph of ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm air flow at various power
settings. The bumps in temperature are a result of increasing facility power. t= 320 s
increased to 2.7 A, t = 490 in creased to 2.9 A.

Figure 5.23: Emissivity as a function of temperature at a test condition of 40 lpm air. These
emissivity results are inaccurate due to the deterioration of the radiometer.
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5.3

Pyrometric Models

In order to gain a better understanding of the temperature readings coming from the
devices it was required to develop a model that calculates temperature in a similar
fashion to the devices. For this work a two color pyrometric model was created in
order to mimic the temperature output of the devices. This was achieved by gathering
the emission spectra using the Ocean Optics spectrometer pointing at the stagnation
point of the sample, similar to the way the pyrometric devices were attached to the
torch. The high temperature pyrometer was recording while the spectrum was being
collected in order to get a temperature history to compare too. Two spectrum were
recorded, one while the pyrometer was reading temperature in two-color mode and
another done while the pyrometer was in one-color mode with ϵ= 0.86. Per normal
operating procedure, the torch was brought up to steady state before bringing the
sample in. After the sample was at a steady temperature, the emission was collected
and temperature was recorded instantaneously. Then the pyrometer was switched
into the other operating mode and data was collected again. For all test cases the
spectrum did not change appreciably from scan to scan. A total of 11 different
material and test gas combinations were used. ZrB2 -SiC-W was not tested in a CO2
plasma as the material is unlikely to encounter that plasma when in industry. Only
one emission instance per test case will be discussed in detail in the following section.
A table summarizing the findings from the omitted case will be provided. The graphs
for omitted case can be found in Appendix G and discussed in less detail. After
the emission was calibrated, using the identified peaks and the plasma ball scans
the emission data was trimmed of all atomic features, all trimmed data is listed in
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Appendix C. The data was also trimmed to reduce noise on both tails of the curves
due to low spectral resolution. The Planck curve that remained after the removal
was used for a least square curve fit in MATLAB to generate a theoretical Planck
curve. The temperatures retrieved from the Planck curve is lower than the two-color
pyrometer which is consistent with other published studies [6] [7] [2] [3]. To better
understand any parasitic radiation from spectral features, the area under the curve
between the pyrometer bounds of both the experimental emission and the Planck fit
was integrated. Due to the noise at the upper bound of pyrometer the integration
only goes up to 1080 nm. Beyond 1080 nm the data becomes too noisy and leads to all
functions using the experimental data to go to infinity or become complex numbers.
Equation 3.14 was then applied using the upper and lower bounds as λ1 and λ2 ,
respectfully, the Planck fit was used to check to see if the model was working properly
for each case, then applied to the trimmed and untrimmed data. The data presented
in the following section is from the 1 color measurement instance. In Section 5.3.5
are direct comparison tables for graphical data presented in the following sections.

5.3.1

Temperature Graphs

POCO Gaphite
POCO is used as a baseline due to the abundance of information on this material.
The POCO graphite sample was subjected to all of the conditions mentioned above.
Figure 5.25 has all of the temperature graphs from all the test cases complied. The
temperatures from these set of experiments are similar to the temperatures in Figure
5.6. The temperatures are in better agreement than the SiC experiments due to
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Figure 5.24: An image of POCO graphite in a 21 lpm CO2 / 5 Ar.

the graphite sample being standardized. Figure 5.25a still has the noise region from
the sample being in an Argon flow accompanied by a significant temperature drop.
Due to operator error of the Ocean Optics, the two color measurement had to be
retaken in Figure 5.25b, hence the drop and spike of temperatures. Interestingly,
the temperature drop in Figure 5.25c is non-existent. If it were not for the emission
collection lines, the two regions would not be discernible. Figure 5.25d shows the
stability of a POCO sample in a CO2 flow. Once the sample reaches a steady state
temperature it does not change, except when the pyrometer changes modes.
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(a) Temperature graph of POCO in 40 lpm (b) Temperature graph of POCO in 40 lpm
Ar.
air.

(c) Temperature graph of POCO in 40 lpm (d) Temperature graph of POCO in 21 lpm
N2 .
CO2 / 5 lpm Ar.

Figure 5.25: The temperature graphs of the POCO sample in the different gas compositions.

SiC Mushroom
Instead of using the fabric and disk form of SiC that was used in the emissivity study,
a SiC mushroom was used for durability between tests. The front face of the fabrics
would change too rapidly for steady state measurements to take place. The disks
were not used due to material supply limitations in the lab while these experiments
were taking place. The testing methods for these experiments are the same as above
with additional tests performed in a CO2 plasma mixture.
Figure 5.26 contains the temperature graphs for all of the test cases. All of the
temperature graphs in Figure 5.26 are similar to the pyrometer readings found in
Figure 5.9. Figure 5.26a is the graph relating to the study of the material done in
Argon plasma. The expected noise of an Argon plasma is included, much different
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than the Argon case for the ZrB2 -SiC-W that will be mentioned below. There is
an estimated 150 K drop when the pyrometer changes modes. Figure 5.26b is the
40 lpm air test. The hump from Figure 5.9b and Figure 5.12b cannot be discerned
in this graph. The temperature record for these experiments are lower than the
previous experiments even though the full air has a higher heat flux. The larger
thermal mass of this sample results in this lower surface temperature. Figure 5.26c
shows the temperature record in a 40 lpm N2 flow. The temperature is steady when
the pyrometer is changed, the bumps in the curve are due to the handling of the
pyrometer while the modes are being changed. The temperature difference between
the two readings is 40 K. The CO2 condition in Figure 5.26d follows the same lower
surface temperature trend as the air case. There is no surprising features in this
graph.

(a) Temperature graph of SiC in 40 lpm Ar. (b) Temperature graph of SiC in 40 lpm air.

(d) Temperature graph of SiC in 21 lpm CO2
(c) Temperature graph of SiC in 40 lpm N2 . / 5 lpm Ar.

Figure 5.26: The temperature graphs of the SiC mushroom in the different gas compositions.
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ZrB2 -SiC-W

Figure 5.27: An image of ZrB2 -SiC-W in a 40 lpm Ar plasma. The green on the sides is
BO emission.

Previously greybody scans of this material have not been published and this is
the first time an experiment has been performed on a material like this. Figure
5.28 contains all of the temperature profiles for the three test cases. Figure 5.28a is
the graph relating to the Argon test case. The dashed lines represent the temporal
location of the emission collections: black is when the spectrum was collected while
the pyrometer was in two color mode and red is when the pyrometer was in one
color mode. This temperature profile is not as expected, firstly the characteristic
spike in temperature that is in all of the pyrometer temperature curves is not present
here. This may be due to the gradual increase in temperature of the sample and
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the temperature calculations within the device were steady. Secondly the change
in temperature that was expected during the drop from two color to one color was
minimal even if at all. Figure 5.28c is the graph for the air case. Since the emission
spectrum was collected at steady state, the initial release of any surface volatiles was
missed by the spectrometer, the region in question is between t= 40 s and t= 50 s.
The region is also in Figure 5.28b, the Nitrogen test case. The temperature drop from
the pyrometer for both cases is less than 100 K.

(a) ZrB2 -SiC-W temperature graph in 40 lpm
Ar

(b) ZrB2 -SiC-W temperature graph in 40 lpm(c) ZrB2 -SiC-W temperature graph in 40 lpm
N2
air

Figure 5.28: Temperature graphs for all cases of ZrB2 -SiC-W
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5.3.2

Greybody Emission

POCO
At first glance, the greybody curve for the Argon case was non existent as seen
in Figure 5.29. That is a result of making assumptions and infer meaning from
uncalibrated data. The spectral intensity of Argon peaks is much higher than the
greybody curve. This is a direct result of not letting any of the emission data be
lost due to saturation of the spectrometer. The integration time of the spectrometer
could have been increased, but that would cause the loss of important data about
the Argon line intensity. The top graphs are from the 1 color pyrometer temperature
reading and the bottom is from the two color. Left side is uncalibrated and right side
is calibrated. On the right graphs a Planck curve is fit the pyrometer temperature
reading and scaled to match the energy.

Figure 5.29: The greybody emission of POCO in a 40 lpm Argon. Left side is the uncalibrated spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as a
function of the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is 2color instance.
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The spectral features in the curve of Figure 5.30 are almost non existent.The
intensity of the greybody curve produced by the sample is much larger than other
test cases, thus overpowering the intensity of any spectral feature from the plasma
that is present in Figure 5.34 and Figure 5.38. The Planck distribution from the
pyrometers is still not an accurate curve for this temperature.

Figure 5.30: The greybody emission of POCO in a 40 lpm air. Left side is the uncalibrated
spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as a function of
the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is 2-color instance.

As above, the spectral features from the plasma in Figure 5.31 are minimal compared to the Greybody. The pyrometer temperature Planck curve is still not an
accurate representation of the experimental temperature.
Figure 5.32 has more spectral features than the previous two cases. Especially
atomic Oxygen at λ = 777. The Planck fit generated from the pyrometer temperature is almost in agreement with the experimental data, except that it crosses the
experimental data in the waveband of interest. Further investigation into an appropriate Planck curve is needed.
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Figure 5.31: The greybody emission of POCO in a 40 lpm N2 . Left side is the uncalibrated
spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as a function of
the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is 2-color instance.

Figure 5.32: The greybody emission of POCO in a 21 lpm CO2 / 5 Ar. Left side is the
uncalibrated spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as
a function of the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is
2-color instance.
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SiC
Similar to the results discussed in section above, the Argon lines dominate the spectra
leaving a minimal greybody curve in figure 5.33. By visual inspection the Planck
distribution at these curves were adequately fit. Although further investigation will
be provided below.

Figure 5.33: The greybody emission of SiC in a 40 lpm Argon. Left side is the uncalibrated
spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as a function of
the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is 2-color instance.

Figure 5.34 is the un-calibrated and calibrated emission from the air tests. As
stated above, there is a lack of spectral features in the wavebands of the radiometer.
the Planck distribution for the pyrometer readings does not accurately represent the
experimental greybody curve.
The emission from the Nitrogen case still shows a lack of intense spectral features
in the range of the pyrometers. The Planck distributions in figure 5.35 are better
aligned with the experimental greybody curve. As stated before the peak of the
Planck curve from the pyrometer temperature readings is expected to be at a higher
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Figure 5.34: The greybody emission of SiC in a 40 lpm air. Left side is the uncalibrated
spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as a function of
the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is 2-color instance.

wave length than the experimental data.
The final greybody curve that will be discussed is from the CO2 mixture in Figure
5.36. The greybody curve in this Figure is not as pronounced as the air and Nitrogen
tests. This is due to the spike at λ = 777 in the un-calibrated data graphs. This
feature was near the saturation limit of the Ocean Optics, in order to preserve the
feature the greybody curve was sacrificed. Even though this feature was dominate in
un-calibrated spectrum, it was significantly reduced after the calibration was applied.
The Planck curve is still indicating a peak at higher wavelengths.
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Figure 5.35: The greybody emission of SiC in a 40 lpm N2 . Left side is the uncalibrated
spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as a function of
the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is 2-color instance.

Figure 5.36: The greybody emission of SiC in a 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar . Left side is the
uncalibrated spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as
a function of the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is
2-color instance.
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ZrB2 -SiC-W
As stated in both previous cases, the Argon lines overshadow the intensity of the
greybody curve of Figure 5.37. A visual inspection of the pyrometer temperature
Planck curve yields leads to the conclusion of adequate fit. Further investigation is
still needed.

Figure 5.37: The greybody emission of ZrB2 -SiC-W in a 40 lpm Argon. Left side is the
uncalibrated spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as
a function of the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is
2-color instance.

Figure 5.38 are the graphs above for the air case. There are less spectral features
from the plasma that show up on the grey body curve in the case. The Planck curve
associated with the pyrometer reading has a slight blue shift in it, foreshadowing a
lower temperature.
Figure 5.39 are the emission plots taken during a 40 lpm Nitrogen test case. There
are a low amount of spectral features in the region of the pyrometers. The Planck fit is
still showing a peak at a higher wavelength than what is forecast by the experimental
data.
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Figure 5.38: The greybody emission of ZrB2 -SiC-W in a 40 lpm air. Left side is the uncalibrated spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as a
function of the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is 2color instance.

Figure 5.39: The greybody emission of ZrB2 -SiC-W in a 40 lpm N2 . Left side is the uncalibrated spectrum and the right side is the calibrated spectrum with a Planck curve as a
function of the pyrometer temperature. Top is from the 1-color instance and bottom is 2color instance.
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5.3.3

Trimmed Data

The spectral features on top of the greybody curve can cause the devices to misinterpret the features for the true greybody curve of the sample. These features were
manually removed from the data files, special care was taken when removing the
features in order to minimize unwanted removal of the greybody curve. SPECAIR
was used as a baseline to identify the peaks, anywhere the spectral features overlapped with greybody curve warranted the removal. This was not done for the Argon
test case, the plasma ball emission was used instead.The dashed lines on the graphs
represent the wavebands of the pyrometers.
POCO
Figure 5.40 shows the trimming of the data and the generation of the Planck fit.
Temperature on the top right graph is in Kelvin. The bottom right graph shows
that the best fit Planck curve does not differ much from the raw data. The results
are as expected, the residuals for the Planck fit stay near 0 in the wavebands of the
pyrometer. Figure 5.41 pertains to the 40 lpm air test case. The residuals are all
over the place and do not settle down. This evidence shows that the Planck model
developed struggles with a greybody curve for higher temperatures. The fit through
the wavebands stays near the experimental curve, but is just below it in the 600 nm
range. The disagreement in this region is acceptable for this study because it is not
in the waveband that is being studied. When comparing all the trimmed data to the
known spectral features, in Figure 5.44 there are no surprises and nothing of interest.
The emission intensities of the baseline plots were scaled to match the intensities of
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the features seen on the greybody curve. Figure 5.44a is the baseline graph compared
to the raw data. Figure 5.44a is the Argon case. All of the removed features are
lined up with the features in the plasma ball. Figure 5.44b is the air test, not all
of the SPECAIR features were able to match the intensities of the ones seen on the
experimental emission. This is the case for the Nitrogen test, Figure 5.44c. Figure
5.43 is the Planck fit for the CO2 mixture.

Figure 5.40: The test condition is POCO in 40 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The
trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in
(K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.
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Figure 5.41: The test condition is POCO in 40 lpm air.TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The
trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in
(K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.

Figure 5.42: The test condition is POCO in 40 lpm N2 .TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The
trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in
(K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.
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Figure 5.43: The test condition is POCO in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue
line is the experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT:
The trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is
in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.

(a) The trimmed experimental emission for (b) The trimmed experimental emission for
POCO in 40 lpm Ar with the emission from POCO in 40 lpm air with SPECAIR and
the plasma ball and Planck fit over laid.
Planck fit over laid.

(c) The trimmed experimental emission for (d) The trimmed experimental emission for
POCO in 40 lpm N2 with SPECAIR and POCO in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar with
Planck fit over laid.
SPECAIR and Planck fit over laid.

Figure 5.44: The trimmed data from all POCO experiments with identified peaks and Planck
fit over laid.
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SiC
In the same fashion as stated previously the spectral features where removed in order
to calculate a Planck fit. The features removed from the spectrum discussed in this
section are same features removed from the previously discussed spectrum. This was
done in order to stay consistent through all of the data reductions. Figure 5.45 has
the Planck fit for the Argon test. As expected the temperature from the fit is lower
than the pyrometer readings. The Planck fit has good residuals through out the entire
fit, except in the noise region. Th spike in the residuals at λ= 822 can be traced to
a noise region in the data that was excluded from trimming. This feature was kept
in the data set because the peak was not reach a level that made it easily discernible
from potential noise in the signal, therefore it was left in.

Figure 5.45: The test condition is Sic in 40 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The
trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in
(K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.

Figure 5.46 is the trimmed data and the residuals for SiC in a 40 lpm air plasma.
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The residuals show that the fit is good through the wavebands of the pyrometer. The
residuals oscillate around zero for the fit due to the noise in the data that is not seen
in the Argon experiments. The fit for this curve is better than ZrB2 -SiC-W at the
same condition. A potential explanation for this difference is that the Planck model
created is better for lower temperatures and struggles to generate a fit as the peak of
the experimental data shifts towards the red wavelengths.

Figure 5.46: The test condition is SiC in 40 lpm air.TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The
trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in
(K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.

As stated above the residuals for SiC in a N2 flow are better than the residuals for
the ZrB2 -SiC-W case. Figure 5.47 shows the residuals centered around zero but start
to oscillate when the raw data gets noisier. By visual inspection, the green curve in
the top right graph is centered in the red curve from the experimental data.
The residuals in Figure 5.48 are flat along the 0 axis before the noise region mentioned previously. This ensures that the temperature from the Planck fit is accurate.
The accurate fit and lower temperature bolsters the notion that the Planck model
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is more accurate at the lower temperatures. Figure 5.49 has all the trimmed data
overlapped with the baseline spectrum. Once again the removed spectrum lines up
with the identified peaks.

Figure 5.47: The test condition is SiC in 40 lpm N2 .TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The
trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in
(K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.
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Figure 5.48: The test condition is SiC in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue line
is the experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT:
The trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is
in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.

(a) The trimmed experimental emission for (b) The trimmed experimental emission for
SiC in 40 lpm Ar with the emission from the SiC in 40 lpm air with SPECAIR and Planck
plasma ball and Planck fit over laid.
fit over laid.

(c) The trimmed experimental emission for (d) The trimmed experimental emission for
SiC in 40 lpm N2 with SPECAIR and Planck SiC in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar with SPECAIR
fit over laid.
and Planck fit over laid.

Figure 5.49: The trimmed data from all SiC experiments with identified peaks and Planck
fit over layed.
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ZrB2 -SiC-W
The discussion about Figures 5.50, 5.51 , and 5.52 is the same as the sections above.

Figure 5.50: The test condition is ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue line is
the experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The
trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in
(K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.

Figure 5.51 is the same graph as above but for the air case. The Planck fit is not
as flat at as the Argon case. The residuals for this fit blow up towards the upper
bounds. the most important region for the residuals to be close to zero are in the 750
- 900 nm range. This range has the best spectral resolution in the for the wavebands
that are of interest.
Figure 5.52 are the results from putting ZrB2 -SiC-W in a 40 lpm N2 flow. The
residuals blow up again towards the upper bounds but stay relatively level in the
critical area.
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Figure 5.51: TThe test condition is ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm air.TOP LEFT: The blue line
is the experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT:
The trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is
in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.

Figure 5.52: The test condition is ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm N2 . TOP LEFT: The blue line
is the experimental data and the red dots are the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT:
The trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is
in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental
data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the Planck fit.
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(a) ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm Ar greybody curve
with the plasma ball overlaid

(b) ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm N2 greybody curve
with the SPECAIR superimposed

(c) ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm air greybody curve
with the SPECAIR superimposed

Figure 5.53: The trimmed data for all ZrB2 -SiC-W cases.
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5.3.4

Integrated Area Calculations

Using the MATLAB function "cumtrapz" the area underneath both the Planck curve
and the experimental data was found. The difference between the two areas would
show how much parasitic energy can be seen by any of the optical pyrometric devices.
A ratio of the energies within the wavebands of the pyrometer was also calculated
for future use. Table 5.4 has the difference in energies for all of the test cases in this
section.
POCO
Figure 5.54 is the results from the integrated area calculations. The top right graph
is the integrated area over the experimental emission. The solid orange line is the
first waveband and the dashed line is the second waveband. Directly next to it is the
integrated area of the Planck fit curve, the integrated area curves follow the same color
theme as the graph next to it. The bottom left graph is the difference between the
two integrated areas. It is apparent that the experimental emission data has higher
integrated area due to the spectral features of Argon. The two color pyrometer model
uses the trimmed data set to generate a temperature from the data that is free from
any parasitic radiation. When subjecting a POCO sample to a 40 lpm Ar plasma flow,
Figure 5.54, the results from the data collection are as expected. The integrated area
for the experimental data is much larger than the Planck fit data. In this instance
the 2-color pyrometer model is at a larger temperature than the Planck fit by 120
K. This is not consistent with the other test cases. The wavebands for the reduction
of data was kept consistent, so this deviation from the norm cannot be attributed
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to that. The POCO graphite was also at a higher temperature in the flow than the
other two samples, suggesting that the 2-color pyrometer model also has difficulties
at higher temperatures for similar test gas conditions.

Figure 5.54: The test condition was POCO in 40 lpm ar.TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and
the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck
fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color
pyrometry model results.

Figure 5.55 depicts the integrated area calculations for POCO in 40 lpm of air. The
results from these graphs are interesting because the integrated area curves are once
again overlapping despite the fact that the Planck fit for this did not have residuals
that leveled out at zero. This is due to the fit being optimized in the region that
the integrated area calculations were taking place. The results from this experiment
stray further from expected behavior as the 2-color model and the Planck fit differ
by 110 K.
Figure 5.56 and Figure 5.57 almost return to expected behavior. The difference
in the calculated temperatures in both cases are at a difference of 30 K as expected.
For 5.57 the integrated area curves are overlapping as expected. The integrated area
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Figure 5.55: The test condition was POCO in 40 lpm air.TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and
the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck
fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color
pyrometry model results.

curves in Figure 5.56 differ as the integrated area from the Planck fit increases towards
the end. This result is not consistent with the results from the other graphs. Further
investigation into the Planck fit may be required for this test.
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Figure 5.56: The test condition was POCO in 40 lpm N2 .TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and
the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck
fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color
pyrometry model results.

Figure 5.57: The test condition was POCO in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue
line is the experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck
curve and the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The
Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two
color pyrometry model results.
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SiC
Unlike the results from ZrB2 -SiC-W in an Argon flow, the integrated area in Figure
5.58 reinforces the notion that the pyrometer temperature reading is influenced by
the plasma radiation, especially in an Argon flow. The majority of the parasitic
radiation is in the first waveband, the lines in the bottom left graph of Figure 5.58
that represent the integrated area for the first waveband are very offset from each
other while the lines pertaining to the second waveband are on top of each other until
the aforementioned noise region. Still the Planck fit temperature and the two color
model are in agreement.

Figure 5.58: The test condition was SiC in 40 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and
the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck
fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color
pyrometry model results.

For SiC in air, Figure 5.59, the results are the same as discussed in the section
above. The integrated area of the curves are identical and only start to depart from
one another when entering the noise region. The Planck fit and 2 color pyrometer
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model showing temperatures that are an insignificant amount of degrees away from
each other. This trend is continued for SiC in an N2 flow, Figure 5.60, and a CO2
mixture, Figure 5.61. The Planck fit and 2 color pyrometer model in Figure 5.61 does
have a larger temperature gap of roughly 50 K instead of the 30 K for all other cases
in this section.

Figure 5.59: The test condition was SiC in 40 lpm air.TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and
the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck
fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color
pyrometry model results.
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Figure 5.60: The test condition was SiC in 40 lpm N2 .TOP LEFT: The blue line is the
experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and
the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck
fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color
pyrometry model results.

Figure 5.61: The test condition was SiC in 21lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue
line is the experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck
curve and the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The
Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two
color pyrometry model results.
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ZrB2 -SiC-W
Figure 5.62 is the results from the integrated area calculations. The difference DWRT
and the pyrometer is only 30 K from the Planck fit that was generated. The large
difference in integrated areas is an unexpected result due to the fact that there was
not much temperature change in the pyrometer when it switched from two color mode
to two color mode. The amount of parasitic radiation that is available should cause
a larger temperature gap.

Figure 5.62: The test condition was ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm Ar.TOP LEFT: The blue line
is the experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck
curve and the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The
Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two
color pyrometry model results.
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The integrated area in Figure 5.63 and Figure 5.64 are the results from the air
and nitrogen flow cases, respectively. In both cases the curves from the experimental
and Planck fit integrated area are in agreement. This is of no surprise because of the
temperature difference between the one color and two color pyrometer temperature
measurements. The two curves are overlapping until the region of the noise in the
+ 1020 nm range. In Figure 5.63 the two color pyrometer model and the Planck fit
temperature are within 100 K of each other. In Figure 5.64 the Plank fit temperature
and the two color pyrometer model are near identical. The agreement of the calculated temperatures and the negligible difference in the integrated areas of these two
cases bring the validity of the temperature reading from the pyrometer devices into
question.

Figure 5.63: The test condition was ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm air. TOP LEFT: The blue line
is the experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck
curve and the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The
Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two
color pyrometry model results.
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Figure 5.64: The test condition was ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm N2 . TOP LEFT: The blue line
is the experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck
curve and the integrated area, A comparison of the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The
Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two
color pyrometry model results.
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5.3.5

Comparison Tables

Temperature Comparison
For easier comparison of the data presented in the three sections above all the data
has been assembled into tables. Table 5.2 is all of the temperatures readings from
the different methods. The only two temperatures that are exactly similar are the
temperatures calculated from ZrB2 -SiC-W in a N2 plasma. The temperature measurements from the devices, both 1-color and 2-color, are higher than the calculated
temperatures. The temperature calculated from the intensity of the greybody curve
should be considered more accurate as they are independent of spectral features of
the plasma. Future readings done with the pyrometers should be labeled with error
bars similar to the differences shown in table 5.2
Table 5.2: All of the temperature readings for the samples. Calculated temperatures are
from the 1-color pyrometer collection period.
Sample
POCO
POCO
POCO
POCO
SiC
SiC
SiC
SiC
ZrB2 -SiC-W
ZrB2 -SiC-W
ZrB2 -SiC-W

Gas
Argon
Air
N2
CO2
Argon
Air
N2
CO2
Argon
Air
N2

Planck (K)
1356
1841
1714
1671
1308
1548
1552
1410
1293
1574
1431

DWRT (K)
1479
1754
1679
1639
1274
1511
1520
1361
1321
1486
1431

2CP (K)
1593
2096
1768
1835
1553
1679
1703
1512
1475
1752
1669

1CP (K)
1395
2045
1765
1791
1353
1663
1679
1491
1343
1690
1628

All calculations in this section were done for two different emission. The presented
results are from the 1 color instance. Table 5.3 is the temperature comparison for
all methods taken at the two color pyrometer reading. The Planck fit temperatures
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vary slightly from case to case while the 2-color model stays the same for all cases
except ZrB2 -SiC-W in a N2 plasma and SiC in a N2 plasma. The consistency of these
results shows that the sample was at a steady temperature while the emission and
the temperature was taken and that these models can generate repeated results.
Table 5.3: All of the temperature readings for the samples. Calculated temperatures are
from the 2-color pyrometer collection period.
Sample
POCO
POCO
POCO
POCO
SiC
SiC
SiC
SiC
ZrB2 -SiC-W
ZrB2 -SiC-W
ZrB2 -SiC-W

Gas
Argon
Air
N2
CO2
Argon
Air
N2
CO2
Argon
Air
N2

Planck (K)
1358
1854
1716
1689
1303
1548
1552
1420
1291
1577
1454

DWRT (K)
1479
1754
1679
1639
1274
1511
1496
1361
1321
1486
1398

2CP (K)
1593
2096
1768
1835
1553
1679
1703
1512
1475
1752
1669

1CP (K)
1395
2045
1765
1791
1353
1663
1679
1491
1343
1690
1628

Integrated Area Tables
In a similar fashion to the temperature readings, the integrated area calculations
were tabulated along with the ratio of integrated area. The numerator in this ratio
is the waveband from 750 - 1100 nm (WB1 ) and the denominator is 950 - 1100 nm
(WB2 ). A visual representation of a generic Planck curve with the wavebands of the
pyrometer shown, the orange dashed lines represents the first waveband and the blue
dashed lines represent the second waveband is seen in Figure 5.65. The ratio was
simply calculated by Equation 5.5. The integrated intensity of the first waveband is
divided by the integrated intensity in the second waveband.
R
R

IW B1
IW B2
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(5.5)

Figure 5.65: Visual representation of the integrated area ratio in Equation 5.5. The orange
dashed line is WB1 and the blue dashed line is WB2

These ratios will be important for when a system in the lab is developed to produce
a temperature from the integrated area ratios. The trend of the ratios in Table 5.4 is
that the ratios for the experimental data are slightly higher. Argon is a special case
of this trend because the experimental ratios are substantially larger than the Planck
Fit ratios. It has been shown through these experiments that the pyrometer readings
are heavily influenced by the Argon plasma while the other gas compositions do not
generate a significant difference between the pyrometer temperature readings.
Table 5.5 is the same table mentioned above and follows the same trends, except
it is for the other collection period. The experimental data and ratio is almost unchanged for each of the sample and gas combinations. The only major deviation is SiC
in a N2 plasma. This test condition had the most change between the two collection
periods. Both of the ratios of the integrated areas increased from the 1-color period to
2-color period. In reality the ratios decreased because the 2-color collection happened
before the 1-color. Beside the one outlier, the ratios did not change significantly to
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no surprise because the temperatures in the section above changed insignificantly.
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Gas
Ar
Air
N2
CO2
Ar
Air
N2
CO2
Ar
Air
N2

Sample

POCO
POCO
POCO
POCO
SiC
SiC
SiC
SiC
ZrB2 -SiC-W
ZrB2 -SiC-W
ZrB2 -SiC-W

WB1 exp
(mW · m −2 )
207.3045
5471.4236
1186.8321
1535.6878
142.0107
942.24
900.8946
316.6048
96.6258
1143.779
953.6135

R
WB2 exp
(mW · m −2 )
95.1846
2951.7312
614.7655
872.3811
64.7123
556.7991
534.8605
199.9566
55.3185
684.9339
616.644

R
WB1 Planck
(mW · m −2 )
128.0406
5741.3894
1301.3202
1554.8985
85.4732
959.9728
907.7527
317.6492
73.8032
1126.5016
914.3038

R
WB2 Planck
(mW · m −2 )
83.9106
2889.9037
737.1882
895.055
57.2166
579.8018
547.3349
203.4551
49.8015
673.3169
579.7992

R

2.1779
1.8536
1.9305
1.7603
2.1945
1.6926
1.6844
1.5834
1.74767
1.6699
1.5465

Exp Ratio

1.5256
1.8933
1.7652
1.7372
1.4932
1.6557
1.6585
1.5627
1.4834
1.6730
1.5769

Planck Ratio

Table 5.4: The integrated area from the samples along with the waveband ratios. Integrated areas correspond to the 1-color
pyrometer collection period.
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Gas

Ar
Air
N2
CO2
Ar
Air
N2
CO2
Ar
Air
N2

Sample

POCO
POCO
POCO
POCO
SiC
SiC
SiC
SiC
ZrB2 -SiC-W
ZrB2 -SiC-W
ZrB2 -SiC-W

WB1 experimental
(mW · m −2 )
207.3045
5471.4236
1186.8321
1535.6878
142.0107
942.24
561.2643
316.6048
96.6258
1143.779
953.6135

R
WB2 experimental
(mW · m −2 )
95.1846
2951.7312
614.7655
872.3811
64.7123
556.7991
195.2303
199.9566
55.3185
684.9339
616.644

R
WB1 Planck)
(mW · m −2 )
130.2471
55661.7609
1317.1787
1570.9415
81.8367
315.179
556.004
315.179
73.8032
1179.9042
943.9303

R

WB2 Planck)
(mW · m −2 )
85.2767
3060.1481
745.278
898.1614
54.9285
200.8537
196.226
200.8537
49.8015
704.344
592.7478

R

2.1779
1.8536
1.9305
1.7603
2.1945
1.6926
2.8149
1.5834
1.74767
1.6699
1.5465

Experimental Ratio

1.5273
1.8502
1.7668
1.7491
1.4899
1.5692
2.8335
1.5692
1.4819
1.6
1.5925

Planck Ratio

Table 5.5: The integrated area from the samples along with the waveband ratios. Integrated areas correspond to the 2-color
pyrometer collection period.

Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
This work aimed to study the change in emissivity of materials as a function of temperature and identify potential parasitic radiation entering the temperature measurement
devices in UVM ICP facility. Comparing past work in the lab a long hypothesized
increase in temperature of the facility has been proven. The emissivity study within
this thesis is rudimentary and susceptible to false temperature readings. The devices
outlined in this thesis are not capable of detecting precise change in emissivity of
materials due to calibration factors and parasitic radiation. Emissivity results from
the data taken during the period of time that the radiometer deteriorated beyond
the repair capability within the lab, are left suspect. The emissivity calculations performed on the two forms of SiC show promising results as they oscillate between the ϵ
= 0.83 and ϵ = 0.93 as a layer of SiO2 forms on the surface. Emissivity is a challenge
to detect. I recognize that this is not the true emissivity that we are calculating . It
is , I believe that is, a parameter tied to the emissivity.
Results from all parts of this study indicate that the Raytek pyrometers used in
the lab are influenced by the parasitic radiation of the plasma thus giving erroneous
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temperature measurements. While the temperature readings are suspect, it must be
noted that difference between 1-color and 2-color temperature readings for all test
gasses is minimal except for Argon, they are still affected by the plasma interference.
The ratio thermography models developed for this work should be trusted as the
true temperatures of the material. Temperature readings of POCO graphite in large
oxygen environment leads to large temperature deviation, such as air has a 19%
change in temperature. SiC in Ar, ZrB2 -SiC-W in air, ZrB2 -SiC-W in N2 , and the
previously mentioned POCO case all have near 20% change in temperature from the
DWRT calculated temperature. All other test cases have 10% change in temperature.
This leads to the conclusion that pyrometer in two color mode is 10% off from the true
temperature, save for the cases mentioned near the 20% change. Since the wavelengths
that Fluke pyrometers use for the temperature calculations are not published the
source of parasitic radiation cannot be confirmed. For future works temperature
readings from the pyrometer should have a temperature buffer applied to them that
is dependent on the material and gas composition. For POCO graphite a buffer of
100 K in Argon, 100 K in N2 , 300 K in air, and 200 K in CO2 should be applied. For
SiC 300 K in Argon, 200 in N2 , 150 K in air, and 150 K in CO2 . For ZrB2 -SiC-W the
temperature readings should include a buffer of 150 K in Argon, 200 K in N2 , and
300 K in air.
Future work could be done on developing a more reliable emissivity calculation
using the emission collection techniques used in this work. To better calculate temperatures from the optical pyrometery models, a calibration technique outlined in
reference [25] needs to be developed to relate the integrated area ratios to temperatures in a similar fashion as done by the manufacturers of the pyrometers [26]. At the
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time of this work, the radiometer must be sent back to the manufacturer in order to
fix the suspect calibration issues stemming from the degradation of the device before
it can be used reliably again.
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Appendix A
NIST Spectra Tables
This section contains all identifiable peaks gathered from the NIST data base [21].
The spectral lines below the single line in the table cannot be seen by the spectrometer
but is in the wavelength of the pyrometer.

A.1

Argon Features
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Table A.1: Argon spectral features identified from NIST data base [21].
λ (nm) Aki (s−1 )
Transition
g0 gi Ek (cm−1
Ei (cm−1 )
5
2
5 2 o
2
5 2 o
416.72 2.90 × 10 3s 3p ( P3/2 )5p → 3s 3p ( P3/2 )4s 5 3 117,151.3264 93,143.7600
420.67 9.70 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 5 7 116,942.7542 93,143.7600
426.73 3.10 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 3 5 117,183.5901 93,750.5978
430.67 3.77 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 3 5 116,999.3259 93,750.5978
434.1 3.00 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )5p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 3 118, 407.4303 95,399.8276
516.81 1.90 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )6d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 3 3 123,467.9733 104,102.0990
522.8 8.80 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )7d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 7 9 124, 609.856 105,462.7596
550.34 3.60 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )6d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 5 7 123,773.8614 105,617.2700
556.04 1.42 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 3 5 122, 086.914 104, 102.0990
560.71 2.20 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 3 3 121, 932.8477 104, 102.0990
589.15 1.29 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 7 5 122, 440.0672 105, 462.7596
603.34 2.20 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 7 9 122, 036.0704 105, 462.7596
610.81 1.21 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )5d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p 3 5 123, 505.4896 107, 131.7086
617.24 6.70 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 3 5 122, 282.104 106, 087.2598
621.87 5.70 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )5d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p 5 5 123, 372.9253 107, 289.7001
641.9 1.16 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )6s → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 3 5 119, 683.0821 104, 102,0990
675.41 3.60 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p 5 5 122, 086.914 107, 289.7001
687.15 5.78 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 3 3 118, 651.3950 104, 102,0990
693.77 3.08 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 3 1 118, 512.197 104, 102.0990
696.57 6.40 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 5 3 107, 496.4166 93,143.7600
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λ (nm) Aki (s−1 )
Transition
g0 gi Ek (cm−1
Ei (cm−1 )
6
2
5 2 o
2
5 2 o
703.19 2.67 × 10 3s 3p ( P3/2 )6s → 3s 3p ( P3/2 )4p 7 5 119, 683.0821 105, 462.7596
706.75 3.80 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )6s → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 5 5 107, 289.7001 93,143.7600
714.88 6.30 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 5 3 107, 131.7086 93,143.7600
720.72 2.48 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )6s → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p 5 3 121, 161.3135 107, 289.7001
727.32 1.83 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 3 107, 496.4166 93,750.5978
731.37 9.60 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )6s → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p 3 3 121, 161.3135 107, 496.4166
735.42 9.60 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 5 7 119, 212.87 105, 617.2700
738.46 8.50 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 3 5 107, 289.7001 93,750.5978
743.78 2.70 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 7 5 118, 906.6110 105,462.7596
750.6 4.50 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 1 108, 722.6194 95, 399.8276
751.61 4.50 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 3 1 107, 54.2720 93,750.5978
763.73 2.45 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 5 5 106, 237.5518 93,143.760
772.56 2.17 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 1 3 107, 496.4166 94, 553.6652
789.17 9.50 × 105 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4d → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 5 5 118, 906.6110 106, 237.5518
794.95 1.86 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 1 3 107, 131.7086 94, 553.6652
800.73 4.90 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 3 5 106, 273.5518 93,750.5978
801.48 4.90 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 5 5 105, 617.2700 93,143.7600
810.51 2.50 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 3 3 106,087.2598 93,750.5978
811.51 3.30 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 5 7 105,462.7596 93,143.7600
826.53 1.53 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 3 107, 496.4166 95,399.8276
841.02 2.23 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 5 107,289.7001 95,399.8276
842.52 2.15 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 3 5 105, 617.2700 93,750.5978
852.24 1.39 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 3 107, 131.7086 95,399.8276
912.28 1.89 × 107 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 5 3 104, 102.0990 93,143.7600
922.64 5.00 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 5 106, 273.5518 95,399.8276
935.7 1.06 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 3 106,087.2598 95,399.8276
965.9 5.40 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4s 3 3 104,102.0990 93,750.5978
978.63 1.47 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4s 3 5 105, 617.2700 95,399.8276
1005.206
xx
xx
x x
xx
xxx
1033.272
xx
xx
x x
xx
xx
1047.8034 1.47 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5s → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4p 3 3 113,643.260 104,102.0990
1050.650 1.58 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po1/2 )4f → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )3d 5 7 121,654.234 112,138.924
1067.3536 4.9 × 106 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )5s → 3s2 3p5 (2 Po3/2 )4p 3 5 113,468.473 104,102.0990
1073.387
xx
xx
x x
xx
xx
1075.916
xx
xx
x x
xx
xx
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A.2

Nitrogen Features
Table A.2: Nitrogen spectral features identified from NIST data base [21].
λ (nm) Aki (s−1 )
Transition
g0 gi Ek (cm−1 ) Ei (cm−1 )
6
2
2 1
2
2 3
410.955 3.9 × 10 2s 2p ( D)3p → 2s 2p ( P)3s 4 6 110,544.850 86,220.510
600.874 3.58× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 2 4 110,220.107 93,581.550
641.165 7.86× 105 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 4 2 110,385.795 94,793.490
642.064 8.97× 105 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 6 6 110,401.356 94,830.890
642.302 5.47× 105 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 6 4 110,395.463 94,830.890
648.270 4.90× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 8 10 110,303.233 94,881.820
648.375 3.67× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 4 6 110,212.396 94,793.490
648.4808 4.20× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 6 8 110,247.288 94,830.890
649.122 1.37× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 4 4 110,194.654 94,793.490
649.954 1.18× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 6 6 110,212.396 94,830.890
650.631 6.91× 105 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 8 8 110,247.288 94,881.820
665.651 2.17× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)5s → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 4 2 109,812.233 94,793.490
672.262 3.56× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)4d → 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 6 8 110,403.220 95,532.150
742.364 5.64× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 2 4 96,750.840 83,284.070
744.229 1.19× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 4 4 96,750.840 83,317.830
746.831 1.96× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 6 4 96,750.840 83,364.620
818.802 1.25× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 2 4 95,493.690 83,284.070
821.634 2.26× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 6 6 95,532.150 83,364.620
824.239 1.31× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 6 4 95,493.690 83,364.620
856.774 4.86× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 2 4 97,805.840 86,137.350
859.400 2.09× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 2 2 97,770.180 86,137.350
862.924 2.67× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 4 4 97,805.840 86,220.510
865.589 1.07× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 4 2 97,770.180 86,220.510
868.340 1.88× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 4 6 94,830.890 83,317.830
870.325 2.16× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 2 2 94,770.880 83,284.070
871.170 1.29× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 4 4 94,793.490 83,317.830
871.883 6.54× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 6 6 94,830.890 83,364.620
939.279 2.51× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 4 6 96,864.050 86,220.510
946.068 3.73× 106 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3s 4 4 96,787.680 86,220.510
986.333 1.03× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3d→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 8 8 105,017.600 94,881.820
1011.464 3.90× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3d→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 8 10 104,765.77 94,881.820
1053.957 2.54× 107 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3d→ 2s2 2p2 (3 P)3p 6 8 105,017.600 95,532.150
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A.3

Oxygen Features
Table A.3: Oxygen spectral features identified from NIST data base [21].
λ (nm) Aki (s−1 )
Transition
g0 gi Ek (cm−1 ) Ei (cm−1 )
6
2
3 4 0
2
3 4 0
615.818 7.62× 10 2s 2p ( S )4d→ 2s 2p ( S )3p 7 9 102,856.506 86,631.454
777.539 3.69× 106 2s2 2p3 (4 S0 )3p→ 2s2 2p3 (4 S0 )3s 5 3 86,625.757 73,768.200
844.676 3.22× 107 2s2 2p3 (4 S0 )3p→ 2s2 2p3 (4 S0 )3s 3 3 86,630.587 76,794.978
926.594 1.48× 107 2s2 2p3 (4 S0 )3d→ 2s2 2p3 (4 S0 )3p 7 7 97,420.716 86,631.454

A.4

Carbon Features
Table A.4: Carbon spectral features identified from NIST data base [21].
λ (nm) Aki (s−1 )
Transition
g0 gi Ek (cm−1 ) Ei (cm−1 )
6
2
2
711.519 2.19× 10 2s 2p3p→ 2s 2p4d 5 7 83,761.27417 69,710.68728
833.51443 3.51× 107 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 3 1 73,975.92785 61,981.83211
906.24723 3.51× 107 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 1 3 71,364.93596 60,333.4476
907.82819 7.10× 106 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 3 3 71,364.93596 60,352.6584
908.95097 3.00× 107 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 3 1 71,352.54344 60,352.6584
909.48303 2.28× 107 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 5 5 71,385.40992 60,393.1693
911.18016 1.35× 107 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 5 3 71,364.93596 60,393.1693
940.57281 2.91× 107 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 3 5 72,610.73530 61,981.83211
960.30309 3.10× 106 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 1 3 70,743.97227 60,333.4476
962.07826 8.60× 106 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 3 3 70,743.97227 60,352.6584
965.84377 8.60× 106 2s2 2p3p→ 2s2 2p3s 5 3 70,743.97227 60,393.1693
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Appendix B
ZrB2-SiC-W Pre & Post test weights
Before and after each test the weight of the ZrB2 -SiC-W sample was recorded. In
between each test the sample was lightly sanded with super fine grit sandpaper and
then washed with methanol.
Table B.1: The weight of ZrB2 -SiC-W pre and post tests.

Test ID Pre-test weight (g) Post test weight (g) Test Gas
2022018a
31.3
31.33
40 lpm air
20220907a
31.307
31.308
40 lpm Ar
20220907b
31.303
31.309
40 lpm N2
20220907c
31.305
31.318
40 lpm air
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Appendix C
Trimmed Emission Peaks
In order to get a clean Planck fit the experimental data was trimmed of a nongreybody features. The trimmed regions are from λ1 to λ2 .
Table C.1: The trimmed data for all N2 experiments.
λ1 (nm)
λ1
<
648.05
663.92
672.09
742.01
855.48
936.68
1005.5

λ1 (nm)
λ1
420.15
650.35
667.24
673.88
749.85
875.62
943.57
+
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Table C.2: The trimmed data for all Argon experiments.
λ1 (nm)
<
515.51
549.04
555.27
588.64
601.79
640.87
655.73
674.65
686.64
695.05
702.17
713.87
726.3
734.41
748.33
761.72
771.05
793.19
809
825.28
838.77
851
865.93
881.08
910.55
920.91
933.73
963.94
977.65
1005.5

λ1 (nm)
435.15
526.7
551.64
562.52
594.83
606.17
643.43
658.03
677.2
688.93
698.61
709.04
716.4
728.84
740.99
754.65
766.26
779.86
804.24
814.52
830.03
847.76
855.48
870.63
885.05
914.99
914.99
937.17
970.55
982.05
+
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Table C.3: The trimmed data for all air experiments.
λ1
<
532.68
555.78
599.99
614.93
646.51
663.66
670.05
742.01
776.34
815.27
843.27
855.73
925.6
1005.5

λ1
420.15
534.76
558.12
602.57
618.27
650.35
666.98
674.14
751.87
780.37
828.03
848.25
877.6
948.12
+

Table C.4: The trimmed data for all C02 experiments.
λ1
<
454.85
492.81
502.73
614.93
710.82
775.33
832.28
843.77
904.86
936.65
1005.5

λ1
519.88
480
494.9
518.37
617.5
713.36
779.11
835.28
847.51
913.51
943.57
+
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Appendix D
Heat Flux Tables
In section 5.1.1 the average cold-wall heat flux for each condition was listed in table
5.1. The following tables are the values used to generate the average.
Table D.1: All of the results of the heat flux experiments used to generate the averages.

Test ID
Gas (lpm)
Heat Flux (w · cm2
20220822a
21 CO2 / 5 Ar
53.486
20220822b
21 CO2 / 5 Ar
54.0422
20220822c
21 CO2 / 5 Ar
57.0403
20220822d
40 N2
96.5783
20220822e
40 N2
103.6997
20220822f
40 N2
103.3412
20220823aa 35 air / 5 argon
43.1221
20220823ab 35 air / 5 argon
113.4975
20220823b 35 air / 5 argon
118.5439
20220823ca
40 air
114.9292
20220823cb
40 air
118.4338
20220823cc
40 air
125.5705
20220203a
40 Ar
41.1722
20220203b
40 Ar
43.6508
20220203c
40 Ar
45.2675
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Appendix E
Replacement of KRS-5 Window
The first major objective for this work was to get the radiometer working and understand this device. After contacting Wintronics, the North America branch of
Hietronics, technicians suggested the replacement of the KRS-5 window on the radiometer. The new and old KRS-5 windows are seen in Figure E.1. The old window
is on the left hand side and the replacement is on the right. There is a very obvious
scaling on the old window causing calibration issues that were then mitigated by the
replacement. An inspection of the gold mirror yeilded the conclusion that the gold
coating on the mirror began to peel off, Figure E.2. An attempt to clean the dust
off of the mirror was made, but only removed more of the gold coating. It was determined that it was not a major issue at the time, but needs to be replaced in the
future. In Figure E.3 the removed gold coating can be seen. Figure E.3 is a side by
side comparison of the new and old window installed.

Figure E.1: LEFT: Old radiometer KRS-5 window. RIGHT: New KRS-5 window.
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Figure E.2: The gold coating on the mirror is starting to flake off.

Figure E.3: A comparison of the new window installed and the old window.
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Appendix F
Radiometer Calibration
Using the methods described in section 2.4 the radiometer was calibrated on several
occasions. Table F.1 is the calibration process for the radiometer that yielded a
calibration factor of 5.4462. After the new KRS-5 window started to deteriorate a
second calibration was done resulting in a new calibration factor of 6.2642 from table
F.2. Shortly there after another calibration was done because the deterioration had
once again caused a need for calibration. From this calibration exercise the new
calibration factor was determined to be 6.7432, shown in F.3.
Table F.1: The first calibration of the radiometer,20220210.
Oven Setting (◦ C) TC (◦ C) Radio (◦ C) Pyro (◦ C) Calibration Factor
550
601
506
595
3.1486
550
596
595.4
600
5.6868
900
900
918.4
882
5.6868
900
901
902
882
5.3795
999
999
994
976
5.3795
999
997
997
976
5.4462

Table F.2: The second calibration of the radiometer, 20220811.
Oven Setting (◦ C) TC (◦ C) Radio (◦ C) Pyro (◦ C) Calibration Factor
550
619
519
604
5.4462
900
945.7
913.6
948
5.4462
900
943
943
945
6.0422
975
1005
952
1010
5.4462
975
1004
1004
1008
6.2642
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Table F.3: The third calibration of the radiometer, 20220907.
Oven Setting (◦ C) TC (◦ C) Radio (◦ C) Pyro (◦ C) Calibration Factor
600
671
621
664
5.4462
600
666
660
662
5.5542
800
847
837
831
5.5542
900
925
907
914
5.5542
900
932
923
920
6.7342
970
998
991
996
6.7342
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Appendix G
Pyrometric Model 2nd study
G.1

POCO

40 lpm Argon

Figure G.1: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are the
untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve
in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the
Planck fit.
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Figure G.2: poco in 40 lpm Ar greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid

Figure G.3: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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40 lpm air

Figure G.4: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are the
untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve
in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the
Planck fit.

Figure G.5: poco in 40 lpm air greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.6: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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40 lpm N2

Figure G.7: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are the
untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve
in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals of the
Planck fit.

Figure G.8: POCO in 40 lpm N2 greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.9: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar

Figure G.10: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are
the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve
generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit
curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals
of the Planck fit.

Figure G.11: poco in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.12: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the
integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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G.2

SiC

40 lpm Argon

Figure G.13: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are
the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve
generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit
curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals
of the Planck fit.

Figure G.14: sic in 40 lpm Ar greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.15: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the
integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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40 lpm air

Figure G.16: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are
the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve
generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit
curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals
of the Planck fit.

Figure G.17: sic in 40 lpm air greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.18: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the
integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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40 lpm N2

Figure G.19: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are
the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve
generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit
curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals
of the Planck fit.

Figure G.20: ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm N2 greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.21: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the
integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar

Figure G.22: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are
the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve
generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit
curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals
of the Planck fit.

Figure G.23: SiC in 21 lpm CO2 / 5 lpm Ar greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.24: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the
integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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G.3

ZrB2-SiC-W

40 lpm Argon

Figure G.25: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are
the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve
generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit
curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals
of the Planck fit.

Figure G.26: ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm Ar greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.27: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the
integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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40 lpm air

Figure G.28: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are
the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve
generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit
curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals
of the Planck fit.

Figure G.29: ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm air greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.30: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the
integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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40 lpm N2

Figure G.31: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data and the red dots are
the untrimmed data points. TOP RIGHT: The trimmed data set and the Planck curve
generated, the temperature under the legend is in (K). BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit
curve in red plotted against the blue experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: The residuals
of the Planck fit.

Figure G.32: ZrB2 -SiC-W in 40 lpm N2 greybody curve with the plasma ball overlaid
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Figure G.33: TOP LEFT: The blue line is the experimental data orange lines are the
integrated area. TOP RIGHT: The Planck curve and the integrated area, A comparison of
the integrated areas. BOTTOM LEFT: The Planck fit curve in red plotted against the blue
experimental data. BOTTOM RIGHT: Two color pyrometry model results.
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Appendix H
Transmissivity Graphs
The Transmisssivity of all windows mentioned in this study have been graphed in
figure H.1. The transmissivity of these materials was used to influence the design
selection of windows to be used during experiments.

Figure H.1: The Transmissivity of the windows in the lab, blue curve is Fused Silica [15],
Pyrex [14], KRS-5 [13], and Germanium [16]
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